GET TO KNOW BDI
Since 1984, we’ve been dedicated to creating uniquely functional, beautifully streamlined, and rigorously executed furniture. The features that
we’ve made standard — including easily adjustable shelves, fingerprint-proof glass, hidden wheels, flow-through ventilation, and meticulously
thought-out cord-management systems — are a result of our ongoing dedication to beautifully practical design.
We are a detail-oriented team that is driven by innovation, but our obsession with the details doesn’t stop with the way our products look and
function. We want our customers to enjoy our pieces for years to come, which means manufacturing functionally sustainable furniture in an
environmentally conscious way. Even our packaging is thoughtfully engineered to ensure everything arrives in the best possible condition with
the least possible waste.
We’ve never been a company that creates design simply for design’s sake. Everything we do is driven by our desire to make great design —
design that combines function, innovation, and style — accessible to everyone.
Design is at the heart of who we are. It’s the reason we come to work every day. We’re passionate about design, and we’re even more
passionate about creating beautiful and functional products that enhance the way that people work, live and play.

©2019, BDI

BILL BECKER
CEO AND DESIGN DIRECTOR

MATTHEW WEATHERLY
ASSOCIATE DESIGN DIRECTOR

Bill’s mission has always been to create unique and innovative
furniture that enhances the quality of life. As BDI’s CEO and
Design Director, he continues this commitment by leading the
effort to create designs which have a classic modernism and
international style.

Matthew’s design direction is heavily influenced by Danish modern
style and inspired by soft minimalism. He studied Scandinavian
design, architecture, and woodworking at the Royal Danish
Academy of Fine Arts, and holds a degree in Industrial Design from
Pratt Institute.

JEFF BARE

AL GLASS

Jeff combines a thorough understanding of construction and
design to create furniture that functions as well as it looks. With a
playful yet modern approach, Jeff’s eye focuses on the way in
which a design is experienced. From conception to production, his
understanding of material resources and manufacturing methods
ensures that every design is thoughtfully engineered with attention
to detail. Jeff studied Industrial Design at Philadelphia University.

Clean and understated, Al’s designs are simply sophisticated.
Using simple proportions to create clear, understated classic
pieces, he adds detail to make his designs stand out above the
crowd, often embellishing them with simple details inspired by his
life at the beach.

DESIGNERS

DRIVEN BY DESIGN. It’s not just something that we say, it’s something that we live and breathe at all levels of our company.
Meet the talented team of award-winning designers behind BDI’s innovative furniture collections.

JASON GUIDRY

LOUIS A. LARA

With a passion for creating innovative designs that blur the line
between form and function — and with an attention to detail that
makes for a unique expression — Jason is constantly striving to
create that perfect experience for the end user.

Louis designs with a sculptor’s eye for form and detail. His designs
have an innate sense of proportion and grace. The simplicity of his
styling transcends fads and momentary trends to have a timeless
appeal. Always refined, Louis’ designs have a sculptural simplicity
that is not only beautiful but functional.

CRISTIAN WICHA
Although his designs are inspired by the works of mid-century
modern masters, Cristian’s designs are clearly 21st century.
Cristian looks at furniture design as an extension of the sculptor’s
art. A perspective that is reflected in his designs which always
tend to push the limits of conventional thought.

©2019, BDI

MEDIA FURNITURE

ELEMENTS MEDIA 8779-RC-ME-CRL

M E D IA F U R N IT U RE

MEDIA FURNITURE

M E D IA
F U RN I T U R E

The home theater has become a part of
everyday home life. It’s where hours are
spent as family and friends come together
for entertainment and relaxation. BDI Media
furniture merges innovative engineering and
original design to seamlessly integrate
today’s technology into the home.
While beautiful, BDI furniture is more than
meets the eye. Beautiful storage credenza in
their own right, our media furniture is the
most

thoroughly

engineered

furniture

available today, designed to anticipate the
needs of the most demanding entertainment
systems. Features such as adjustable shelves,
cable management, speaker/media storage,
and hidden wheels provide simple setup,
ease of use and lasting enjoyment.
BDI media cabinets ship almost completely
assembled, requiring only minimal hardware
installation by the user or installer. Packaging
is environmentally conscious and thoroughly
designed to ensure that everything arrives
as expected.
With

innovative

designs,

BDI

features

furniture

is

and

timeless

an

integral

component to any home theater system.

THAN MEETS THE EYE. THIS GUIDE OUTLINES THE FEATURES THAT PUT BDI FURNITURE IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN. THESE ICONS
WILL ASSIST YOU IN UNDERSTANDING BDI’S HIGH PERFORMANCE FEATURES.

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES
Adjustable shelves rest on rubber-padded steel shelf pins to minimize transfer of vibration; threaded
inserts allow you to adjust shelf heights as needed.

ARENA TV MOUNT COMPATIBLE
Models that feature this icon are compatible with the Arena Flat Panel TV Mount, models 9970
and/or 9972.

CABLE MANAGEMENT
BDI furniture is engineered to keep cables and power cords controlled and out of sight. Integrated routing
channels neatly conceal interconnect cables.

CORNER FRIENDLY
BDI designs featuring this icon are specifically engineered for positioning in a corner, maximizing the
space with a minimal footprint.

FLOW-THROUGH VENTILATION
BDI cabinets facilitate airflow through generous ventilation slots integrated into the bottom panels,
shelves and removable back panels.

HIDDEN WHEELS
Even when fully loaded, models with wheels can be easily moved away from the wall for access to cables
and connections.

INTEGRATED LEVELERS
Includes easily adjusted levelers that compensate for minor variations in the floor.

PERFORMANCE
F E AT U R E S

BDI MEDIA CABINETS ARE ENGINEERED WITH UNIQUE AND INNOVATIVE FEATURES INSIDE AND OUT, SO THERE IS ALWAYS MORE

INTEGRATED SWIVEL
Swivel the unit for a better view, easy access to connections or just to turn the screen away from
unwanted light.

IR-FRIENDLY GLASS
Glass doors and windows keep components out of sight yet easily accessible by Infrared (IR)
remote controls.

PRECISION HARDWARE
Hardware connections are carefully engineered for ease of assembly and long-lasting durability. Every
detail has been thoroughly engineered.

REMOVABLE BACK PANEL
BDI cabinets are engineered with removable or sliding back panels for easy access to components
and connections.

SOUNDBAR PLATFORM
This generously sized platform places a soundbar at the perfect position while allowing complete
sound dispersion.

SPEAKER COMPARTMENT
Select models include a concealed compartment designed for use with a center channel speaker, allowing
a speaker’s sound to freely pass through.

TEMPERED GLASS
BDI furniture incorporates tempered (toughened) glass that is virtually shatterproof and four to five times
stronger than standard glass.

TV MOUNTING BRACKET
Furniture models that feature this icon include a mounting bracket that allows the user to directly mount
a broad range of flat panel TVs.

©2015, BDI

®

AV I O N

AV I O N

The award-winning Avion collection is engineered to delight A/V enthusiasts and design connoisseurs alike. It’s beautiful

furniture to be sure, but it’s what you don’t see that makes this collection a masterpiece. Signature features such as flow-through ventilation,
concealed speaker/media compartments and hidden wheels are integrated so that the cabinet performs almost as well as the electronics that it holds.

A V I O N®
DESIGN BDI STUDIO
n Center speaker/media drawer conceals a center channel speaker (up to 7.25" tall) or may be removed to accommodate a speaker up to 8.25" tall
n Adjustable shelves, integrated cable management, removable back panels and quick-release door hinges provide for simple setup
n Flow through ventilation slots are machined into the bottom, shelves and back panels to promote airflow

8927 MEDIA CABINET
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

8929 MEDIA CONSOLE
up to 75"
9970 and 9972
22.5H x 65 x 22 in | 57H x 166 x 56 cm
5–7
2
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
200 lbs | 91 kg
158 lbs | 72 kg

22 in
56 cm

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Overall Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 82"
9970 and 9972
22.5H x 77 x 22 in | 57H x 196 x 56 cm
6–9
2
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
200 lbs | 91 kg
184 lbs | 83 kg

22 in
56 cm
22.5 in
57 cm

22.5 in
57 cm

77 in | 196 cm

65 in | 166 cm
Side Component Compartments
Dimensions
16.25H x 18.5 x 20.5 in | 41H x 47 x 52 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg

Side Component Compartment
Dimensions
16.25H x 18 x 20.5 in | 41H x 46 x 52 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg

Speaker / Media Compartment
Dimensions
7.25H x 22.75 x 15.75 in | 18H x 58 x 40 cm
Drawer Capacity
40 lbs | 18 kg
When Removed
8.25H x 25 x 16.5 | 21H x 63 x 41 cm
Capacity (When Removed) 50 lbs | 23 kg

Speaker/Media Drawer
Dimensions
Drawer Capacity
When Removed
Capacity (When Removed)

Center Component Compartment
Dimensions
8H x 25 x 16.5 in | 21H x 64 x 43 cm
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg

Center Component Compartment
Dimensions
7H x 18 x 16.25 in | 18H x 46 x 41 cm
Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg

FEATURES
 Adjustable Shelves
 Arena TV Mount Compatible
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Wheels and Levelers






Integrated Cable Management
Remote-Friendly Doors
Removable Back Panels
TV Safety Strap
NATURAL
STAINED CHERRY
(CH)

7.25H x 34.5 x 15.5 in | 18H x 88 x 39 cm
40 lbs | 18 kg
8.25H x 36.75 x 16.5 in | 20 x 93 x 41 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg

ESPRESSO
STAINED OAK
(ES)

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT
(CWL)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes.
See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright
laws. “Avion” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model
and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2018, BDI

®

AV I O N
NOIR

A V I O N® N O I R

This beautiful Black Stained Oak cabinet is complete with all of the features that you would expect

from a design bearing the AVION name. Grey tinted glass doors span the front of the cabinet to conceal and protect components while still allowing
remote control use. The top center drawer’s glass panel can be replaced with the supplied fabric panel, enabling use with a center channel speaker.

A V I O N® N O I R
DESIGN BDI STUDIO
ARENA TV MOUNT
COMPATIBLE

8937 TRIPLE-WIDTH COMPARTMENT
n The included fabric panel converts center drawer front for speaker use, accommodating speakers up to 7.25" tall.
n Drawer can be removed for use with speakers up to 8.25" tall.
n Grey tinted glass doors span the front of the cabinet, concealing components yet allowing remote control use.
ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 75"
9970 and 9972
22.5 x 65 x 22 in n 57 x 166 x 56 cm
5–7
2
1.25 in | 32 mm; 6 positions
200 lbs | 91 kg
165 lbs | 75 kg

22 in
56 cm
22.5 in
57 cm

HIDDEN WHEELS

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

65 in | 166 cm
Speaker/Media Drawer
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D)
Drawer Capacity
When Removed (H x W x D)
Capacity (When Removed)

7.25 x 22.75 x 15.5 in | 18 x 58 x 40 cm
40 lbs | 18 kg
8.25 x 25 x 16.5 in | 20 x 63 x 41 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg

Side Component Compartment
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 16 x 18.5 x 20.5 in | 41 x 47 x 52 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Center Component Compartment
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 7.25 x 25 x 16.5 in | 18 x 63 x 42 cm
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Install the included fabric panel drawer front for use with a concealed
center channel speaker. Shown with ARENA TV Mount 9970.

PRECISION
HARDWARE

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

SPEAKER
COMPARTMENT

BLACK
STAINED OAK

TEMPERED GLASS

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to
ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Avion Noir” and BDI are trademarks of Becker
Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without
notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2015, BDI

c av o
™

c a v o™

The innovative design of CAVO creates a low-profile silhouette that hugs the wall while

providing the perfect home for a flat panel TV and a soundbar speaker. The brilliant combination of this striking
cabinet and a soundbar will transform any home theater experience within a compact footprint. The open soundbar
platform allows for full sound dispersion and the enclosed areas keep components protected and out of sight.

c a v o™
ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

8167

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

n The top compartment provides a soundbar platform while side
compartments accommodate a game console or media.
n The IR-friendly tempered glass door flips down to reveal three
component compartments.

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

n Rear structure includes space to accommodate a power strip
and features removable back panels for easy access to
component connections.

15 in
39 cm
INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

Open Soundbar/Speaker Compartment
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 7 x 58.1 x 10.9 in
Recommended
TVCapacity
Size
up to 70"*50 lbs  23 kg
Shelf

23.25 in
59 cm

TV Platform Dimensions (W x D) 70 x 15 in

15 in
39 cm
IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

70 in
178 cm

23.25 in
59 cm

18 in
46 cm
70 in
178 cm

PRECISION
HARDWARE

SIDE VIEW

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

15 in
39 cm

15 in
39 cm
18 in
46 cm

TEMPERED GLASS

n



18 x 147.8 x 27.9 cm

178 x 39 cm

18 in
Open Side Compartments
150 lbs n 68 kg
46TVcmPlatform Capacity
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 16 x 4.9 x 12.7 in  40.7 x 12.5 x 32.4 cm
Arena TV Mount Compatibility N/a
Bottom Shelf Capacity
15 lbs  7 kg
Open Soundbar/Speaker Compartment
Overall
(H
W xxD)D)
x in
18
in 18
x 178
x 46cm
cm

Side Component
Compartments
(for
each
ofn two
compartments)
InteriorDimensions
Dimensions
(H xx W
7 23.25
x 58.1 xx 70
10.9
x59
147.8
x 27.9
 237.6
Interior Dimensions (H50
x3–6
W
Shelf Capacity
lbsx D)
kg x 17.5 x 15.6 in  19.5 x 44.5 x 39.7 cm
Component
Capacity
Bottom Shelf
Capacity 0
75 lbs  34 kg
Number of Adjustable
Shelves
Open
Side
Compartments
Weight
124 lbs n 56 kg
 40.7 x 12.5 x 32.4 cm
Center (H
Component
(one
Interior Dimensions
x W x D) Compartment
16 x 4.9 x 12.7
in compartment)
 7 kg
Dimensions (H15
xW
7.6 x 18.3 x 15.6 in  19.5 x 46.5 x 39.7 cm
Bottom ShelfInterior
Capacity
lbsx D)
Open Soundbar/Speaker
Compartment
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs  34 kg
Interior
Dimensions
(H x W x D) (for7 each
x 58.1
x 10.9
in n 18 x 147.8 x 27.9 cm
Side Component
Compartments
of two
compartments)
Interior
Dimensions (H x W x D) 7.6
17.5nx 15.6
in  19.5 x 44.5 x 39.7 cm
Shelf
capacity
50x lbs
23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs  34 kg

3

2
69

Open
Side
Compartments
Center
Component
Compartment (one compartment)
Interior
Dimensions
(H xxWWx xD)D) 7.6
16x x18.3
4.9xx15.6
12.7inin n19.5
40.7
x 12.5
x 32.4
x 46.5
x 39.7
cm cm
Interior Dimensions (H
n 7
Bottom
BottomShelf
Shelf capacity
Capacity
7515lbslbs 34
kgkg
Side Component Compartments
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 7.6 x 17.5 x 15.6 in
Bottom Shelf capacity
75 lbs n 34 kg

n

19.5 x 44.5 x 39.7 cm

Center Component Compartment
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 7.6 x 18.3 x 15.6 in
Bottom Shelf capacity
75 lbs n 34 kg

n

19.5 x 46.5 x 39.7 cm

18 in
46 cm

cavo 8167’S tempereD glaSS Door flIpS DoWN for eaSy acceSS to
tHree compoNeNt compartmeNtS.

rear Structure INcluDeS Space for a poWer StrIp aND
featureS removaBle paNelS for eaSy acceSS to compoNeNtS
(moDel 8168 SHoWN).

* cavo 'S SlIm DeSIgN aND NarroW top platform make It aN attractIve cHoIce for a flat paNel tv. HoWever, It may Not Be SuItaBle for a tv WItH a large
BaSe. pleaSe eNSure tHat tHe footprINt of your tv BaSe reStS Securely oN tHe tv platform.

cavo’S
tHe Be

8168
hile side

n Slim profile hugs the wall and is perfect for a soundbar

ia.

speaker and smaller home theater systems.

al three

n Open soundbar platform provides complete sound dispersion.
n The IR-friendly tempered glass doors operate smoothly on soft

wer strip

close hinge hardware and each conceal an adjustable shelf.

o
Recommended TV Size
up to 60"*
TV Platform Dimensions (W x D) 58 x 13 in n 147 x 33 cm
TV Platform
Capacity
125 lbs n 57 kg
Open Soundbar/Speaker
Compartment
ArenaInterior
Compatibility
Dimensions (H x W x D) N/a7 x 46 x 11.1 in  18 x 116.9 x 28.4 cm

13 in
33 cm

147.8 x 27.9 cm

x 12.5 x 32.4 cm

6ents)
cm
cm

5 x 44.5 x 39.7 cm

13 in
33 cm

Shelf Capacity

27 in
69 cm

58 in
147 cm

27 in
69 cm

16 in
41 cm

4 cm
5 x 46.5 x 39.7 cm

58 in
147 cm

x 27.9 cm

9.7 cm

x 32.4
9.7
cm cm

x 39.7 cm

SIDE VIEW

50 lbs



23 kg

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 27 x 58 x 16 in n 69 x 147 x 41 cm
Open Side
Compartments
Component
Capacity
4–8
16 in
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D
19.7 x 4.9 x 11.7 in  50.1 x 12.5 x 29.8 cm
Number
of
Adjustable
Shelves
2
41 cmOpen Soundbar/Speaker
Compartment
Bottom Shelf Capacity
15 lbs  7 kg
Interior
DimensionsShelf
(H x WIncrements
x D) 7 x 46 x 11.1
x 116.9 3x 28.4
cm
Adjustable
1.25inin n1832mm;
positions
 23 kg
Shelf Weight
Capacity
50 lbs (for
n 53
116
kg
Component Compartments
eachlbs
of two
compartments)

13 in
33 cm

13 in
33 cm

Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 11.6 x 20.6 x 13.4 in  29.6 x 52.5 x 34.2 cm
Open Side Compartments
Adjustable
Shelf Capacity
50 lbs  23 kg
Open
Soundbar/Speaker
Compartment
50.1
Interior Dimensions
x WCapacity
xD
19.7
x 4.9 x 75
11.7
Bottom (H
Shelf
lbsin  34
kg x 12.5 x 29.8 cm
Interior
Dimensions (H x W15x lbs
D)  77 xkg46 x 11.1 in n 18 x 116.9 x 28.4 cm
Bottom
Shelf Capacity

Shelf capacity

50 lbs

n

Bottom Shelf capacity

15 lbs

n

Component Compartments
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D)
adjustable Shelf capacity
Bottom Shelf capacity

11.6 x 20.6 x 13.4 in
50 lbs n 23 kg
75 lbs n 34 kg

23 kg

Component Compartments (for each of two compartments)
Interior
Dimensions
(H x W x D) 11.6 x 20.6 x 13.4 in  29.6 x 52.5 x 34.2 cm
Open
Side Compartments
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs  23 kg
n 50.1 x 12.5 x 29.8 cm
Interior
Dimensions (H x W75x lbs
D)  19.7
Bottom
Shelf Capacity
34 kgx 4.9 x 11.7 in

7 kg

n

29.6 x 52.5 x 34.2 cm

16 in
41 cm

x 39.7 cm

arge

16 in
41 cm

cavo’S opeN SouNDBar platform provIDeS full SouND DISperSIoN for
tHe BeSt SouND poSSIBle.

veNtIlateD SHelveS promote cIrculatIoN, aND INtegrateD WIre cHaNNelS
keep caBleS orgaNIzeD.

Ventilated rear panels are removable for easy access
Open soundbar platform allows for
complete sound dispersion

Integrated cable management

Flow-through ventilation

IR-friendly, tempered glass doors

cavo 8167

Adjustable levelers

Precision hardware

Side compartments for a game console or media storage

GRAPHITE

ESPRESSO
STAINED OAk

NATURAl WAlNUT

DESIGN

M a T T H E W W E a T H E R LY

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit.
BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Cavo” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current
price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2013, BDI

CODE
™

CODE

Whether serving as a storage credenza or the foundation of a complete media center, this dramatic design is a

striking centerpiece to any living space. Solid hardwood slatted doors beautifully protect contents while providing ventilation, remote
control access and sound dispersion.

C O D E™
DESIGN AL GLASS & MATTHEW WEATHERLY

7376 MEDIA + STORAGE CONSOLE

 Cabinet features a wide center section and two smaller side compartments
 Center shelf is the ideal location for a soundbar (up to 38" | 97 cm wide)
 Doors provide remote control access and sound dispersion
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 65"
N/A
30.75H x 61.25 x 18 in
78H x 155 x 46 cm
4–6
135 lbs | 61 kg
151 lbs | 68.5 kg

18 in
46 cm
30.75 in
78 cm

61.25 in | 155 cm
Side Compartments
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity
Center Compartment
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.5H x 10 x 15.75 in
47.5H x 25.8 x 40 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
50 lbs | 23 kg

18.5H x 38 x 15.75 in
47.5H x 97.2 x 40 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Unique door design provides remote access, sound dispersion and full ventilation.

Code 7376 has two storage compartments flanking a wide center section

7379 MEDIA + STORAGE CONSOLE

 Cabinet includes a wide center section and two side compartments
 Center shelf places a soundbar (up to 38" | 97 cm wide) in the perfect position
 Removable back panels provide easy access to the rear of AV components
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions

up to 82"
N/A
30.75H x 79.5 x 18 in
78H x 201.5 x 46 cm
8–12
150 lbs | 68 kg
180 lbs | 81.6 kg

Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

18 in
46 cm
30.75 in
78 cm

79.5 in | 201.5 cm
Side Compartments
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity
Center Compartment
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.5H x 19 x 16 in
47.5H x 48.7 x 41 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
50 lbs | 23 kg

18.5H x 38.25 x 15.5 in
47.5H x 97.2 x 39 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

FEATURES
 Acoustically-Friendly Doors
 Adjustable Shelves
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Integrated Cable Management
 Remote-Friendly Doors
 Removable Back Panels (model 7379 only)
 TV Safety Strap

EBONIZED ASH
(EBO)

Code 7379 in Ebonized Ash finish

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

Code 7379 in Toasted Walnut finish

Code 7376 in Ebonized Ash finish

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s
products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Code” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price
list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI
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ONE SYSTEM.
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.

SEMBLANCE

COMPONENTS

Sometimes
indeedM
the sum
your Iparts,
thataward-winning
is never more true
than with
the SEMBLANCE
collection
consists
of a full line MODULAR
of media
CORR
I D you
OareR
EofD
AandThis

Components
such TV
as cabinet
vertical and
panels,
shelves,
cabinets
andlouvered
desks can
be combined
endless
cabinets includingSYSTEM.
storage consoles,
a corner
an AV
tower.drawers,
CORRIDOR
features
hardwood
doorsinthat
allow a
configurations
to
create
custom
solutions
for
practically
any
application.
speaker’s sound or a remote control’s signal to pass through unobstructed. All models are available in Charcoal Stained Ash, White Oak
and Chocolate Stained Walnut finishes, and feature a black, micro-etched glass top and black steel legs.

C O R R I D O R® M E D I A
ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

8172 AUDIO TOWER
n Tower can accommodate multiple components, CDs, DVDs and/or albums, with two adjustable compartments.
n Micro-etched black glass top conceals a power management compartment.
n Ventilation through door, shelves and back panels allows heat to escape.
CABLE
MANAGEMENT

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

N/A
N/A
44.75H x 22 x 22 in | 114H x 56 x 56 cm
4–6
50 lbs | 23 kg
127 lbs | 58 kg

22 in
56 cm
HIDDEN WHEELS
(EXCEPT 8175)

44.75 in
114 cm

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

22 in
56 cm

PRECISION
HARDWARE

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

TEMPERED GLASS

Media Shelf
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Shelf Capacity

5.1 x 20.4 x 5.9 in | 13 x 52 x 15 cm
25 lbs | 11 kg

Upper Component Compartment
Dimensions (H x W x D)
17.4 x 20.4 x 20.25 in | 44 x 52 x 51.5 cm
Adjustable Shelf Increments 1.25 in | 32mm; 8 positions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Lower Component Compartment
Dimensions (H x W x D)
13.5 x 20.4 x 14 in | 34.4 x 52 x 35.6 cm
Adjustable Shelf Increments 1.25 in | 32mm; 4 positions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg
Door can be positioned to open from left or right.

The tower’s top is the ideal home for a
turntable and the lower section can be
configured for album storage.

Ventilated back panels can be removed to
accommodate oversized components.

Micro-etched glass top conceals a
compartment to contain a power strip

8173 LOW MEDIA CABINET
n Center compartment features a wide shelf, suitable for use with many soundbars.
n Side component compartments include an adjustable shelf.
n Micro-etched glass top is resistant to fingerprints and scratching.

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 85"
9970 and 9972
21H x 79.25 x 20.25 in
53H x 201 x 51 cm
6–9
1.25 in | 32mm; 3 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
208 lbs | 94 kg
20.25 in
51 cm

21 in
53 cm

79.25 in
201 cm

Side Compartments
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

13.2 x 19 x 18.3 in | 33.7 x 48.3 x 46.6 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Center Compartment
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

13.2 x 38.1 x 15.9 in | 33.7 x 97 x 40.4 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Louvered doors allow speaker sound and remote control signals to pass
through unobstructed.

Center compartment accommodates a soundbar up to 38.1 in | 97 cm wide.

8175 CORNER MEDIA CABINET
n
n
n
n

Tapered rear corners allow cabinet to fit neatly into a corner or flat against a wall.
Top fixed shelf accommodates a soundbar or components.
Adjustable lower shelves hold components and/or media.
For added security, 8175 is not available with wheels.

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 55"
9972 (base of mount will be visible)
25H x 50.25 x 20 in | 63H x 128 x 51 cm
5–8
1.25 in | 32mm; 4 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
140 lbs | 64 kg
20 in
51 cm

25 in
63 cm

4
10 2.5
8
in
90 35.5 cm
.2 in
cm

TOP VIEW

50.25 in
128 cm

35.1 in
89.2 cm

Top Speaker/Component Compartment
Dimensions (H x W x D)
For Component Use
6.9 x 17.9–23.9 x 15.1 in | 17.6 x 45.5–60.8 x 38.4 cm
For Speaker Use
6.9 x 48.5 x 8.4 in | 17.6 x 123.3 x 21.4 cm
Fixed Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Lower Compartments
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

10 x 15.2–23.9 x 18.3 in | 25.5 x 38.6–60.8 x 46.6 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
75 lbs | 34 kg

Full-width top shelf is the ideal home for a soundbar.

Tapered panels allow model 8175 to fit neatly into corners.

CORRIDOR MEDIA
8177 MEDIA CONSOLE
n
n
n
n

Three-door cabinet with louvered front panels.
Cabinet conceals a full-width top shelf for a soundbar or components.
Center panel pulls out to reveal a media storage drawer.
Black steel legs include adjustable levelers and hidden wheels that can be removed if desired.

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 70"
N/A
28.25H x 65 x 20.25 in
72H x 166 x 51 cm
6–9
N/A
150 lbs | 68 kg
204 lbs | 93 kg

20.25 in
51 cm

28.25 in
72 cm

65 in
166 cm
Top Shelf / Speaker Compartment
Dimensions (H x W x D)
7.8 x 61.7 x 8.2 in | 20 x 156.8 x 21 cm
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Side Compartments
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Bottom Shelf Capacity

8.6 x 17.4 x 18.4 in | 22 x 44.3 x 46.9 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg

Center Drawer
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Drawer Capacity

7.4 x 7.2 x 14.3 in | 18.8 x 18.5 x 36.5 cm
40 lbs | 18 kg

CORRIDOR 8177 features a full-length top shelf for
use with a soundbar or components. The center
drawer pulls out for easy access to concealed
media storage.

All CORRIDOR models feature solid louvered doors
that allow a speaker’s sound or remote control
signals to easily pass through.

8171 LOW LEG KIT

This optional accessory for CORRIDOR 8177 & 8179
allows the user to swap the taller legs for these
shorter legs. Height of lower legs is 4.7 in | 12 cm,
reducing overall height by 3.75 in | 9.5 cm.

CORRIDOR MEDIA
8179 MEDIA CONSOLE
n Four-door console with three inner compartments.
n Center compartment can accommodate a large center channel speaker or small soundbar.
n Side compartments include an adjustable center shelf.

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 85"
N/A
28.25H x 79.25 x 20.25 in
72H x 201 x 51 cm
8–12
3
1.25 in | 32 mm; 7 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
216 lbs | 98 kg

20.25 in
51 cm

28.25 in
72 cm

79.25 in
201 cm

Side Compartments
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

17.4 x 19 x 18.4 in | 44.3 x 45.9 x 46.9 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Center Compartment
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

17.4 x 38.1 x 16 in | 44.3 x 97 x 40.7 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

CORRIDOR 8179’s center doors conceal a large
adjustable shelf for use with a center channel
speaker up to 38.1 in | 97 cm wide.

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH

WHITE OAK

Most CORRIDOR models include wheels that allow
the cabinets to be rolled away from the wall for
easy access to the back of components.

8171 LOW LEG KIT

This optional accessory for CORRIDOR 8177 & 8179
allows the user to swap the taller legs for these
shorter legs. Height of lower legs is 4.7 in | 12 cm,
reducing overall height by 3.75 in | 9.5 cm.

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Corridor” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without
notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2016, BDI

CO RRI D OR SV ™

CORRIDOR

SV

The award-winning Corridor collection introduces a new profile with Corridor SV.

Resting on an elegant base, the slender console is a beautiful addition to a foyer, dining area, or anywhere additional storage is needed.
Suitable for light A/V use, cabinets include flow-through ventilation, wire management and storage for components.

CORRIDOR

S V™

DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

 Louvered doors keep contents concealed and ventilated.
 A beautiful credenza for general storage, the console is also suitable for use with a TV and compact media system.
 An open center shelf is suitable for use with electronics or a soundbar.
 Side compartments include an adjustable storage shelf.
7128 CONSOLE
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 60"
N/A
30H x 50 x 15.5 in | 77H x 128 x 40 cm
4–6
0
150 lbs | 68 kg
138 lbs | 63 kg

15.5 in
40 cm
30 in
77 cm

50 in | 128 cm
Top Speaker/Component Compartment
Dimensions
For Component Use (x2)
7.2H x 23.8 x 13.7 in | 18.4H x 60.7 x 34.9 cm
For Speaker Use
7.2H x 48.5 x 7.8 in | 18.4H x 123.3 x 20 cm
Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Lower Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

9.6H x 23.8 x 13.7 in | 24.5H x 60.7 x 34.9 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg

Corridor SV 7128 in Chocolate Stained Walnut finish

7129 CONSOLE
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 80"
N/A
30H x 79 x 15.5 in
77H x 201 x 40 cm
6–9
3
1.25 in | 32mm; 3–7 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
198 lbs | 90 kg

15.5 in
40 cm
30 in
77 cm

79 in | 201 cm

Side Compartments
Dimensions

17.4H x 19 x 13.7 in
44.3H x 48.3 x 34.9 cm
Adjustable Shelf Increments 1.25 in | 32 mm, 7 positions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg
Center Compartment
Dimensions

17.4H x 37.9 x 13.7 in
44.3H x 96.4 x 34.9 cm
Adjustable Shelf Increments 1.25 in | 32 mm, 3 positions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

FEATURES
 Adjustable Shelves (model 7129)
 Adjustable Levelers
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Cable Routing

 Remote Control Friendly
 Soundbar Shelf
 TV Safety Strap

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH
(CRL)

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT
(CWL)

Corridor SV 7129 in Chocolate Stained Walnut finish

Corridor SV 7128 in Charcoal Stained Ash finish

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s
specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Corridor” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2016, BDI
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ELEMENTS
DESIGN* AL GLASS, JASON GUIDRY, AND LOUIS A. LARA

8777 TRIPLE-WIDTH STORAGE + MEDIA CABINET

 Three-compartment wide cabinet with choice of three laser-cut door patterns
 Unique upper compartment includes a passthrough to accommodate a soundbar speaker
 User specifies door pattern, base type and finish
Recommended TV Size
up to 70"
Arena TV Mount Compatibility 9970
Dimensions (with Console Base) 30.25H x 59.25 x 20 in
77H x 151 x 51 cm
Dimensions (with Media Base) 28.75H x 59.25 x 20 in
73H x 151 x 51 cm
Component Capacity
6–9
Top Shelf Capacity
150 lbs | 68 kg
Weight (with Console Base)
153 lbs | 69 kg
Weight (with Media Base)
204 lbs | 93 kg

20 in
51 cm

8777–Ricochet Doors–Media Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8777–RC–ME–CRL

20 in
51 cm

30.25 in
77 cm

28.75 in
73 cm

59.25 in | 151 cm

59.25 in | 151 cm

Console Base (without doors)

Media Base (with doors)

Side Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

8.25H x 19 x 18.25 in | 21H x 48 x 46 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg

Center Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

8.5H x 18 x 16 in | 22H x 46 x 41 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg

8777–Wheat Doors–Console Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8777–WH–CO–CRL

MAXIMUM SOUNDBAR CAPACITY
44 in
112 cm

8 in
20 cm
8 in
20 cm

8777–Tempo Doors–Media Base–Natural Walnut
8777–TM–ME–WL

8779 QUAD-WIDTH STORAGE + MEDIA CABINET

 Four-compartment wide cabinet with choice of three laser-cut door patterns
 Doors provide remote control access and ventilation for concealed components and speakers
 User specifies door pattern, base type and finish
Recommended TV Size
up to 85"
Arena TV Mount Compatibility 9970
Dimensions (with Console Base) 30.25H x 79.25 x 20 in
77H x 201 x 51 cm
Dimensions (with Media Base) 28.75H x 79.25 x 20 in
73H x 201 x 51 cm
Component Capacity
8–12
Number of Adjustable Shelves 3
Adjustable Shelf Increments
1.25 in | 32 mm; 7 positions
Top Shelf Capacity
150 lbs | 68 kg
Weight (with Console Base)
179 lbs | 82 kg
Weight (with Media Base)
158 lbs | 72 kg

8779–Wheat Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8779–WH–CO–WL

20 in
51 cm

20 in
51 cm

30.25 in
77 cm

28.75 in
73 cm

79.25 in | 201 cm

79.25 in | 201 cm

Console Base (without doors)

Media Base (with doors)

Side Compartments
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.25H x 19 x 18.25 in | 46H x 48 x 46 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Center Compartment
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.25H x 37.75 x 15.75 in | 46H x 96 x 40 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

8779–Ricochet Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8779–RC–CO–WL

8779–Tempo Doors–Media Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8779–TM–ME–CRL

alnut
–WL

Elements Console 8779–Tempo Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8779–TM–CO–WL

ELEMENTS’ doors are
manufactured through a unique
laser-cutting process in which
computer-guided lasers allow
creation of precise and intricate
patterns. A process rarely seen on
wood, the laser sears the wood
panel as it cuts, protecting the
wood and creating compelling
dimension to the negative space.
Doors feature touch-latches and
are backed with perforated metal,
concealing contents while providing
audio components with ventilation
and remote control access.

*DOOR DESIGN BY: Al Glass (Ricochet), Al Glass & Louis A. Lara (Tempo), and Jason Guidry (Wheat)

FEATURES
 Acoustically-Friendly Doors
 Adjustable Shelves (model 8779)
 Arena TV Mount Compatible
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Wheels and Levelers
(Media Base)






Integrated Cable Management
Remote-Friendly Doors
Removable Back Panels
TV Safety Strap

ELEMENTS
With a total of 24 possible configurations, there is no need to feel daunted when ordering from the Elements collection.
Model numbers are determined through four simple steps:

STEP 1 Select a Cabinet Size

8777 TRIPLE-WIDTH

8779 QUAD-WIDTH

STEP 2 Select a Door Pattern

TM TEMPO

RC RICOCHET

STEP 3 Select a Base

CO CONSOLE

Elegant full-length support
with integrated leveler feet.

WH WHEAT

STEP 4 Select a Finish

ME MEDIA

Low-profile base with
hidden wheels and integrated
leveler feet.

CRL CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH

WL NATURAL WALNUT

Given this system, model numbers can be easily assigned based on the desired configuration. Model numbers are identified by foursections separated with hyphens: CABINET–DOORS–BASE–FINISH.

EXAMPLE:

8779–TM–ME–CRL
CABINET DOORS BASE

FINISH

Elements Media Cabinet 8779–Ricochet Doors–Media Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8779–RC–ME–CRL

Elements Console 8777–Wheat Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8777–WH–CO–WL

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s
specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Elements” and BDI are trademarks
of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject
to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI

™

MARGO

MARGO

Combining modern engineering with a classic sensibility, Margo’s striking aesthetic and distinctive lines invite

attention. This multifunction storage piece can be home to a media system or can be positioned under a wall mounted TV. Available in two finishes
with three door options.

M A R G O™
DESIGN JEFF BARE

 A multi-use design suitable as a media system or general storage
 The soft-closing sliding door reveals storage drawers or adjustable shelving
 Wire management channels allow for use with a TV and compact system
5229 CABINET
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight
Door Weight

up to 82"
N/A
30H x 75 x 18 in
76H x 190 x 46 cm
4–6
150 lbs | 68 kg
167.5 lbs | 76 kg
6.5 lbs | 3 kg

18 in
46 cm
30 in
76 cm

75 in | 190 cm
Side Compartment
Dimensions

16.75H x 36.25 x 16 in
42.9H x 92.1 x 40.9 cm
Number of Adjustable Shelves 3 positions; 1.25 in | 32 mm
Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Bottom Compartment Capacity 100 lbs | 45 kg
Drawer(s) Compartment
Dimensions

5.25H x 34 x 12 in
13.5H x 86.5 x 30.8 cm
Number of Adjustable Shelves 2
Drawer Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg

FEATURES
 Adjustable Shelves
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Levelers

Margo’s sliding door opens to reveal
adjustable shelving for AV components
and a compact speaker.

 Integrated Cable Management
 TV Safety Strap

CABINET

DRIFT OAK
(DOK)

DOOR

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

CAYENNE
(CN)

FOG GRAY
(FOG)

MARINE
(MA)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes.
See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright
laws. “Margo” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model
and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2019, BDI

™

MARINA

MARINA

BDI takes ‘sleek design’ to a new level with Marina. This cabinet revisits the modern appeal of the 1950’s, yet

introduces an updated look that complements any modern home theater or living room. A safe harbor for your components, this striking high-gloss
cabinet will be the focal point of any room.

M A R I N A™
DESIGN CRISTIAN WICHA

 Cabinet features polished gloss polyurethane finish.
 Open compartment is the perfect home for a center channel speaker.
 IR-friendly, grey tinted glass doors conceal components.
8729-2 MEDIA CABINET
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 82"
9970 and 9972
23.5 x 73 x 22 in
60 x 185 x 56 cm
6–8
2
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
200 lbs | 91 kg
193 lbs | 90 kg

22 in
56 cm
23.5 in
60 cm
73 in | 185 cm
Side Compartment Compartments
Dimensions
16.25H x 18.5 x 20.5 in
41H x 47 x 52 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Open Center Compartment
Dimensions
8H x 30.75 x 16.25 in
20H x 78 x 41 cm
Fixed Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Lower Center Compartments (x2)
Dimensions
7.5H x 30 x 16.25 in
19H x 76 x 41 cm
Fixed Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Shown with optional Arena TV Mount 9970

FEATURES
 Adjustable Shelves
 Arena TV Mount Compatible
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Wheels
 Integrated Cable Management






Remote-Friendly Doors
Removable Back Panels
Tempered Glass Top
TV Safety Strap

GLOSS BLACK

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes.
See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright
laws. “Marina” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model
and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2018, BDI

™

MIRAGE

M I R A G E™

MIRAGE is a perfect choice for a state-ofthe-art home theater. The collection features black glass tops,

doors with grey tinted tempered glass, and is accented with satin black details. MIRAGE is available in two low cabinets as well as an AV
Tower that provides the perfect home for audio components or additional storage.

M I R A G E™
ARENA TV MOUNT
COMPATIBLE

DESIGN AL GLASS & CRISTIAN WICHA

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

ARENA TV MOUNT
COMPATIBLE

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

8222 AUDIO TOWER
n Reversible IR-friendly glass door includes soft-close hinges and can be attached to open from either side.
n Features a dedicated vent in the back panel where the user can install an internal fan (up to 3.15" square) for additional heat dispersion.
n Plinth base conceals hidden wheels and levelers.
ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
CABLE Capacity
Component
MANAGEMENT
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

HIDDEN WHEELS

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

PRECISION
HARDWARE

40.25 in
102 cm

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

N/A
N/A
40.25 x 22 x 22 in | 102 x 56 x 56 cm
CORNER FRIENDLY
5–7 HIDDEN WHEELS
4
1.25 in | 32 mm; 22 positions
50 lbs | 23 kg
120 lbs | 55 kg

22 in
56 cm

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

CORNER FRIENDLY

CORNER FRIEND

INTEGRATED
22 in
LEVELERS

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

HIDDEN WHEELS

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

INTEGRATED
MOUNTING
BRACKET

INTEGRATED
SWIVEL

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

TEMPERED GLASS

INTEGRATED
SWIVEL

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

56 cm

IR-FRIENDLY
Component Compartment
GLASS
INTEGRATED
IR-FRIENDLY
Interior
SWIVEL x 19.5 x 19.75 in | 89 x 49 x 49 cm
GLASS Dimensions (H x W x D) 35.25
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg

PRECISION
HARDWARE

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

PRECISION
HARDWARE

PRECISION
HARDWARE

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

Combine the MIRAGE 8227-2 and 8222 to create a complete home theater.

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

TEMPERED GLASS

TEMPERED GLASS

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

TEMPERED GLASS

Flow-through ventilation slots in the sides, shelves and back panels allow
air to circulate.

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

8224 DOUBLE-WIDTH CABINET

persion.
CABLE
MANAGEMENT

LY

n Ideally sized for small to medium home theater systems.
n Grey tinted glass doors are IR-friendly and feature soft-close hinges.
n Plinth base conceals hidden wheels and levelers.

Recommended TV Size
Arena Compatibility
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
CORNER FRIENDLY
Component CapacityFLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight
FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

up to a 47"
9972
19.5 x 41 x 20 in | 50 x 105 x 51 cm
CORNER FRIENDLY
4–6
2
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
150 lbs | 68 kg
104 lbs | 47 kg

20 in
INTEGRATED
51 cm
LEVELERS

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

CORNER FRIENDLY

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

19.5 in
50 cm
INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

TEMPERED GLASS
41 in

| 105 cm

Component Compartment
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 14.5 x 18.25 x 18.75 in | 37 x 46 x 47 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kgINTEGRATED
MOUNTING

TEMPERED GLASS

BRACKET

TEMPERED GLASS

heater.

allow

Hidden wheels allow the unit to be rolled even when fully loaded.

8227-2 TRIPLE-WIDTH CABINET
n Black cabinet with grey tinted glass doors complements most popular TVs.
n Perfect for larger home theater systems and TVs up to 65".
n Plinth base conceals hidden wheels and levelers.

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to a 65"
9970
19.5 x 61 x 22 in | 50 x 155 x 56 cm
6–9
3
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
150 lbs | 68 kg
167 lbs | 76 kg

22 in
56 cm

19.5 in
50 cm
61 in | 155 cm
Center Component Compartment
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 14.75 x 18.25 x 17 in | 37 x 46 x 43 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Side Component Compartments
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 14.75 x 18.25 x 20.5 in | 37 x 46 x 52 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg

Shown with optional ARENA TV Mount 9970

The MIRAGE 8227-2 is also available in a SEMBLANCE edition, featuring
micro-etched glass panels. See the SEMBLANCE collection for more information.

SATIN BLACK

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s
products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Mirage” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price
list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2015, BDI

O C TAV E
™

O C TAV E

Media furniture hits a high note with the Octave consoles. Unique perforated steel doors permit sound to

pass through and provide remote control accessibility, yet contents remain neatly out of sight. Providing a full acoustic experience and
ultimate functionality, Octave looks as good as it sounds.

O C T A V E™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

 Perforated metal doors provide remote control access and acoustic transparency
 Designed with media in mind, features include generous cable management, flow-through ventilation
 Hidden wheels & removable back panels provide easy access to components and connections

8377GFL MEDIA CABINET
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 70"
N/A
29.5H x 61.25 x 20 in | 75H x 156 x 51 cm
6–9
150 lbs | 68 kg
152 lbs | 69 kg

Upper Side Compartments
Dimensions
9H x 19.6 x 18.3 in | 22.9H x 49.9 x 46.7 cm
Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Lower Side Compartments
Dimensions
9.6H x 19.6 x 18.3 in | 24.5H x 49.9 x 46.7 cm
Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg
Upper Center Compartment
Dimensions
9H x 18.1 x 15.9 in | 22.9H x 46.1 x 40.5 cm
Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Lower Center Compartment
Dimensions
9.6H x 18.1 x 18.3 in | 22.9H x 46.1 x 46.7 cm
Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

20 in
51 cm
29.5 in
75 cm
61.25 in | 156 cm
MAXIMUM SOUNDBAR CAPACITY
44 in
112 cm

Octave’s unique perforated doors let remote control signals in while allowing sound to disperse, providing complete acoustic transparency.

8 in
20 cm
9 in
23 cm

8379GFL MEDIA CABINET
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight
Side Compartments
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity
Center Compartment
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

up to 85"
N/A
29.5H x 81 x 20 in | 75H x 206 x 51 cm
8–12
3
1.25 in | 32mm; 3 positions
150 lbs | 68 kg
185 lbs | 84 kg

19.4H x 19.6 x 18.3 in
49.3H x 49.9 x 46.7 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

20 in
51 cm
29.5 in
75 cm

19.4H x 37.9 x 15.9 in
24.5H x 96.4 x 40.5 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

FEATURES
 Acoustically Transparent Doors
 Adjustable Shelves (model 8379)
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Wheels and Levelers
 Integrated Cable Management






81 in | 206 cm

Remote Control Friendly
Removable Back Panels
Soundbar Shelf
TV Safety Strap

DRIFT OAK
(DOK)

Octave 8379GFL's center compartment doors conceal a double-width compartment,
suitable for use with soundbar speakers up to 37.9 in | 96.4 cm in width.

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

Octave 8377GFL in Drift Oak finish

Octave 8379GFL in Toasted Walnut finish

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s
specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Octave” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI

™

ola

o l a™

The gently curved profile of the Ola cabinet creates a dramatic home theater. The curvaceous cabinet

features curved grey tinted glass doors that appear to wrap around the sides of the cabinet. The open compartment
features an adjustable center shelf for use with a speaker, media or additional components.

o l a™
ARENA TV MOUNT
COMPATIBLE

ARENA TV MOUNT
COMPATIBLE

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

CABLE

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

CORNER FRIENDLY

CORNER FRIEND

8137
ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

ADJUSTABLE
SHELVES

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

CABLE
MANAGEMENT
n Elegant

CABLE

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

CABLE
MANAGEMENT

HIDDEN WHEELS

CORNER FRIENDLY

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

HIDDEN WHEELS

MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
home theater
cabinet with uniquely
curved front profile.
n Adjustable center compartment can be home to a center
speaker and a component.
n Curved, grey tinted glass doors conceal adjustable and
ventilated shelves while allowing remote control access.

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
FLOW-THROUGH
Adjustable Shelf Increments
VENTILATION
HIDDEN WHEELS
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

21.25 in
54 cm

19 in
48 cm

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

Side
SideComponent
ComponentCompartment
Compartment
Interior
InteriorDimensions
Dimensions(H(Hx xWWx xD)D)
INTEGRATED
Adjustable
INTEGRATED
AdjustableShelf
ShelfCapacity
Capacity
SWIVEL
LEVELERS
Bottom
BottomShelf
ShelfCapacity
Capacity

INTEGRATED
MOUNTING
BRACKET

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

PRECISION
HARDWARE

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

INTEGRATED
SWIVEL

PRECISION
HARDWARE

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

PRECISION
HARDWARE

TEMPERED GLASS

TEMPERED GLASS

GLASS

HARDWARE

SWIVEL

PRECISION
HARDWARE

TEMPERED GLASS

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

OlA 8137 SHOWN WITH OpTIONAl AreNA TV mOuNT 9972
REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

11.75
20 x x1818.1
in in 30
51x x48.6
46 cm
n x30
11.8 xx 19.1
x 46.1 cm
50
50lbs
lbs n 2323kgkgINTEGRATED
LEVELERS
100
lbs n 45
75 lbs
34 kg
kg

Open Center Component Compartment
Open Center Compartment
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 11.75 x 25.75 x 18 in  30 x 65 x 46 cm
Interior Dimensions (H x W x D) 11.8 x 25.9 x 13.5 in n 30 x 65.8 x 34.4 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs 23 kg
n 23 kg
Adjustable
Capacity
50 lbs
kg
Bottom ShelfShelf
Capacity
100
lbs  45
100 lbs n 45 kgINTEGRATED
IR-FRIENDLYBottom Shelf Capacity
PRECISION

69 in
175 cm
INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

up to 73"
9972
19 x 69 x 21.25 in n 48 x 175 x 54 cm
6–8
3
FLOW-THROUGH
1.25 in n 32 mm;
5 positions
VENTILATION
150 lbs n 68 kg
131 lbs n 59 kg

REMOVABLE
BACK PANEL

Ample VeNTIlATION SlOTS keep
COmpONeNTS COOl WITH pASSIVe
CONVeCTION

SCulpTeD glASS DOOrS fOllOW THe
uNIque CONTOur Of THe OlA CABINeT

TEMPERED GLASS
SATIN WHITE

CHOCOLATE
STAINED WALNUT

DESIGN

louIS a. lara
For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to
ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Ola” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed
Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice.
BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2013, BDI

FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

INTEGRATED
LEVELERS

IR-FRIENDLY
GLASS

™

OLIS

OLIS

The perfect home for a TV and media system, Olis features a gently rounded footprint. Louvered doors conceal component

compartments and a dedicated soundbar shelf - providing complete acoustic transparency and easy access via remote control.

O L I S™
DESIGN LOUIS A. LARA

 Gentle elliptical shape makes maximum use of a minimal footprint
 Louvered hardwood doors keep components secluded, yet remote control accessible
 The cabinet’s center shelf is the perfect home for a concealed soundbar, allowing sound to pass through unobstructed
 Cable management channels and removable back panels provide simple system setup and maintenance
9650 CONSOLE
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 65"
N/A
29H x 64 x 22 in
74H x 163 x 56 cm
4–6
150 lbs | 68 kg
150 lbs | 68 kg

22 in
56 cm
29 in
74 cm

64 in | 163 cm

Top Speaker/Component Compartment
Dimensions
For Component Use (x2)
8H x 23.5 x 17.5 in
20.3H x 59.8 x 44.6 cm
For Speaker Use
8H x 47.7 x 6.6 in
20.3H x 121.2 x 16.9 cm
Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Lower Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

FEATURES
 Adjustable Levelers
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Integrated Cable Management
 Remote Control Friendly

11.1H x 23.5 x 17.5 in
20.3H x 59.8 x 44.6 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg

 Removable Back Panels
 Soundbar Shelf
 TV Safety Strap

Olis’ center shelf is the perfect home for a soundbar, providing complete sound
dispersions at the ideal height.

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes.
See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright
laws. “Olis” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model
and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2018, BDI

SECTOR
™

S E C T O R™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

7527 CONSOLE
Home to a complete media system, Sector keeps components and a soundbar concealed—yet fully
accessible—behind a perforated mesh door.
n Drawer tilts down for access to a soundbar/component shelf and two lower compartments
n Removable back panels provide convenient access to lower compartments
n Integrated cable management system keeps wires organized
Recommended TV Size
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 70"
26.5H x 63 x 18 in
68H x 160 x 46 cm
5–8
125 lbs | 57 kg
122 lbs | 55 kg

Soundbar Compartment
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

6.5H x 61 x 8 in | 16H x 155 x 20 cm
25 lbs | 11.5 kg

Top Side Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

6.5H x 18.5 x 15 in | 16H x 47 x 38 cm
25 lbs | 11.5 kg

Lower Compartments (x2)
Dimensions
7.25H x 30 x 16.25 in | 18H x 76 x 41 cm
Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 22.6 kg

18 in
46 cm
26.5 in
68 cm

63 in | 160 cm

FEATURES
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Levelers
 Integrated Cable Management
 Removable Back Panels
 Soundbar Shelf
 TV Safety Strap

SEPIA
(SPA)

STRATA
(STR)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure
proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Sector” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All
rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products
are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

SEMBLANCE

MEDIA

®

The versatile SEMBLANCE™ modular system allows you to create an impressive media wall. Whether designing an open system using AV shelves or
an enclosed one utilizing the SEMBLANCE edition of the MIRAGE cabinet, a SEMBLANCE home theater provides rigid support for heavy equipment,
integrated wire management and flexible configuration options.
TO VIEW THE SEMBLANCE COLLECTION, VISIT THE ‘MODULAR SYSTEMS’ SECTION OF THIS BDI CATALOG.

S E M B L A N C E®
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

SEMBLANCE MEDIA PACKAGE 5454-GH in Natural Walnut

STORAGE

MEDIA

OFFICE

The SEMBLANCE Modular System can be configured to create wall systems and room dividers for virtually any application.
To view the SEMBLANCE collection, refer to the MODULAR SYSTEMS section of this BDI catalog.

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See
manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws.
“Semblance” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish
availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI

™

TA N A M I

TA N A M I

Contrasting straight lines with carved, flowing patterns, the stunning Tanami credenzas are standouts. At home in

any room, the collection’s versatile storage is designed to keep contents organized and out of view. The cabinets also features wire management and
integrated ventilation, allowing them to serve as the foundation of a media system.

T A N A M I™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n Sculpted cabinet floats on elegant polished chrome legs
n Doors conceal three or four compartments, each with an adjustable shelf
n Cable management channels enable use with AV components

7107 CONSOLE

7109 CREDENZA

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 70"
N/A
32H x 60 x 18 in
81H x 152 x 46 cm
6–9
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
138 lbs | 63 kg

18 in
46 cm

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 85"
N/A
32H x 79.25 x 18 in
81H x 202 x 46 cm
8–12
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
176 lbs | 80 kg

18 in
46 cm

32 in
81 cm

32 in
81 cm

60 in | 152 cm
Interior Compartment (x3)
Dimensions
19H x 18.75 x 16.25 in
48H x 48 x 41 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

79.25 in | 202 cm
Interior Compartment (x4)
Dimensions
19H x 18.75 x 16.25 in
48H x 48 x 41 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

FEATURES
 Adjustable Shelves
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Levelers
 Integrated Cable Management
 TV Safety Strap

FOG GREY
(FOG)

SATIN WHITE
(SW)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure
proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Tanami” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All
rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products
are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

OFFICE

CORRIDOR OFFICE COLLECTION

O F FICE
SEQUEL OFFICE

OFFICE

Everyone

needs

a

workspace

that

is

comfortable and inviting, and if it can be
beautifully designed and neatly organized

OFFICE

that is even better. A BDI Office integrates
technology

and

storage,

creating

an

organized environment that is sure to
inspire creativity and productivity. Whether
creating a small home office or a complete
corporate workspace, there is a BDI solution
for any environment.
The trademark of a BDI Office is the
combination of clean design, quality materials,
rich finishes, and innovative features. All
details have been thoroughly developed and
the user is sure to appreciate features such as
keyboard storage, cable management, and
storage for rechargeable electronics.
Flexibility is the key to a BDI Office system,
allowing the user to configure a workspace
that is perfect for their needs.

™

BEVEL
DESK

B E V E L™ D E S K
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6743 DESK
Bevel’s unique linoleum surface and softly angular design create a workspace that is both appealing and comfortable.
n
n
n
n

Forbo linoleum writing surface
Smooth angle on desk’s edge provides ergonomic support while typing
Mezzanine storage tray can be positioned anywhere along top tier
Included wire wraps mount under the rear of the desk

Dimensions
Weight

33.5H x 48 x 23.5 in | 85H x 122 x 60 cm
59 lbs | 26 kg
23.5 in
60 cm

33.5 in
85 cm

48 in
122 cm

The Forbo linoleum top provides a warm touch and resilient finish,
gaining a unique patina over time (see bdiusa.com/forbo)

The lined storage drawer can be positioned on the left or right side
of the desk

DRIFT OAK
(DOK)

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws.
“Bevel” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

BINK
®

BINK

The perfect companion anywhere you work, live or play. Whether on the computer at the sofa, lounging poolside or simply

snacking in front of the TV, this convenient mobile laptop table goes anywhere you want. With a soft, contoured shape, Bink creates a comfortable
workspace for a laptop or tablet or is an attractive resting spot for your favorite libation.

B I N K®
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n
n
n
n

Constructed of aluminum and steel
Low-profile base easily slides under seating with low floor clearance
Table slides on non-marring nylon glides
Bink arrives in a convenient carrying box and assembles in minutes

1025 LAPTOP TABLE
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 24 x 19.25 x 14.75 in | 61 x 49 x 37 cm
Maximum Capacity
25 lbs | 11 kg

PEPPER
(PE)

MINERAL
(MN)

CAYENNE
(CN)

SALT
(SA)

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Bink” and BDI are trademarks of
Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI www.bdiusa.com

®

CASCADIA
OFFICE

C A S C A D I A® O F F I C E

A great solution anywhere that space is limited, CASCADIA is

terrific for a home office. The collection includes a two-drawer desk, a unique mobile file pedestal and a versatile console/laptop desk.
With beautifully finished surfaces, CASCADIA is available in three elegant wood finishes and a striking Satin White finish.

C A S C A D I A® O F F I C E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6201 DESK
n During setup, drawer positions can be reversed for either left or right-handed users.
n Includes a multifunction keyboard drawer with a flip-down front panel and non-slip lining.
n A wire management tray on the inside of the back panel allows placement of a power strip (not included).

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29.25 x 54.25 x 24 in | 75 x 138 x 61 cm
Weight
110 lbs | 50 kg

24 in
61 cm

29.25 in
75 cm

54.25 in | 138 cm

6202 CONSOLE / LAPTOP DESK
n Console is great on its own or when partnered with the Desk 6201 to provide additional workspace.
n Wire retention slots in the drawer allow for charging of a laptop or connection of other items requiring power.
n The soft-close drawer is lined with a non-slip material to keep items in place.

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29.25 x 47.75 x 19.25 in | 75 x 121 x 49 cm
Weight
76 lbs | 34 kg

19.25 in
49 cm

29.25 in
75 cm

47.75 in | 121 cm

The 6201
as well as

6207 MOBILE FILE CABINET
n Cabinet rests on locking inline casters for security and mobility.
n Unique upper section includes an adjustable paper storage shelf and convenient supply drawer.
n Fits neatly under the Cascadia Desk and Console/Laptop Desk or can be used as a printer stand.

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 25 x 16 x 18 in | 64 x 41 x 46 cm
Weight
63 lbs | 29 kg

18 in
46 cm

25 in
64 cm

16 in | 41 cm

CASCADIA Desk 6201 and Mobile File Cabinet 6207 in Espresso Stained Oak Finish.

The 6201 Desk includes a multifunction system drawer
as well as a side storage drawer.

Combine the CASCADIA Console/Laptop Desk 6202
with the Mobile File Cabinet 6207 for a complete
office in a small footprint.

The Mobile File Cabinet 6207’s upper section includes
a paper storage shelf and supply drawer. The file
drawer holds letter or legal-sized hanging folders.

CASCADIA Office in Chocolate Stained Walnut Finish

CASCADIA Office in Satin White Finish

ESPRESSO
STAINED OAK

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT

NATURAL
WALNUT

SATIN WHITE

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Cascadia” and BDI
are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without
notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2015, BDI
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ONE SYSTEM.
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.

SEMBLANCE

COMPONENTS

indeed
yourE
parts, and
thataniselegant
never more
true than with
the SEMBLANCE
MODULAR
Create
and functional
workspace
with CENTRO.
Providing
C E N TSometimes
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FtheFsumI ofC

SYSTEM.
suchfor
as file
vertical
shelves,CENTRO
drawers,can
cabinets
and desks
be combined
in endlessfor office
generous work surfaces
andComponents
multiple options
and panels,
supply storage,
be assembled
in can
a variety
of configurations
configurations
to
create
custom
solutions
for
practically
any
application.
spaces large or small. The collection features grey, micro-etched glass tops, white painted oak veneers, and white powder-coated steel details.

C E N T R O™ O F F I C E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6401 DESK
n Integrated system drawer includes keyboard/mouse tray and storage for rechargeable items.
n Magnetically attached front and back panels tilt or are removable for easy access to concealed wiring. When placed against a wall, the back panel

can be left off for direct access to wall outlets.
n A power strip can be attached with the included magnetic mounting kit (power strip not included).

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29 x 66.25 x 26 in | 74 x 168 x 66 cm
Top Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Weight
113 lbs | 51 kg
26 in
66 cm

29 in
74 cm

66.25 in
168 cm

CENTRO Desk 6401 includes a multi-function drawer lined with non-slip
material to keep a keyboard, mouse and rechargeable electronics in place.

6402 RETURN
n Micro-etched, grey glass top provides a smooth work surface.
n Can be attached to other CENTRO components with sturdy, steel connections.
n Attaches to CENTRO Desk 6401, 3-Drawer File Cabinet 6413, Lateral File Cabinet 6416, and Multifunction Cabinet 6417.

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29 x 42.25 x 18 in | 74 x 107 x 46 cm
Top Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Weight
38 lbs | 17 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

42.25 in
107 cm

6407 MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL
n
n
n
n

File pedestal with locking storage drawer and letter or legal file drawers.
Top storage tray pulls out for easy access to regularly used items.
Pedestal rest on locking casters.
Designed to fit neatly under the CENTRO Desk 6401.

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 23 x 15.25 x 21 in | 59 x 39 x 54 cm
Weight
60 lbs | 27 kg
21 in
54 cm

23 in
59 cm

15.25 in
39 cm

Mobile File Pedestal 6407’s top tray slides out for easy access to
everyday supplies.

6414 3-DRAWER FILE CABINET
n Micro-etched glass top beautifully extends the workspace.
n Integrated lock keeps contents secure.
n Includes two storage drawers and a file drawer for hanging letter or legal-sized folders.

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29 x 15.5 x 18 in | 74 x 39 x 46 cm
Weight
85 lbs | 39 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

15.5 in
39 cm

6416 LATERAL FILE CABINET
n Locking file cabinet offers secure storage for legal and/or letter-sized hanging files.
n For safety, drawers include interlock anti-tip hardware, allowing only one drawer to open at a time. A rear counterweight

provides stability.

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29 x 35 x 18 in | 74 x 89 x 46 cm
File Drawer Capacity
65 lbs | 29.5 kg
Weight
152 lbs | 69 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

35 in
89 cm

File drawers can accommodate hanging letter and/or legal files.

6417 MULTIFUNCTION CABINET
n Perfect all-purpose piece for a small office.
n Integrated lock keeps contents secure.
n Open compartment includes a pullout printer tray and an adjustable shelf.
n Includes two storage drawers for supplies and a file drawer for legal and/or letter-sized hanging files.

Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Printer Compartment (H x W x D)
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29 x 35 x 18 in | 74 x 89 x 46 cm
10.7 x 20 x 17.2 in | 27.3 x 50.8 x 43.9 cm
65 lbs | 29.5 kg
141 lbs | 64 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

35 in
89 cm

CENTRO Desk 6401 with Mobile File Pedestal 6407 and Multifunction Cabinet 6417.

CENTRO Return 6402 can attach to any of the cabinets to create a compact workstation.

Create a shared workspace by adding a CENTRO Return 6402 to either side of a cabinet.

The CENTRO Return 6402 attaches to the Desk 6401 and Cabinets 6414, 6416 and 6417 to create a workspace of any size.

CENTRO Office Collection

SATIN WHITE/
GREY GLASS TOP

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Centro” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without
notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2015, BDI

™

CENTRO
L IFT D ESK

CENTRO

LIFT

DESK

The CENTRO LIFT DESKS provide a versatile work space

at the touch of a button. Whether sitting, standing, or somewhere in between, these height-adjustable desks can be positioned for
maximum comfort and work efficiency.

C E N T R O™ L I F T

DESK

DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n
n
n
n
n

Grey, micro-etched top provides a smooth work surface, accented with a Satin White beveled panel beneath it.
Digital keypad can be mounted on the left or right and can be programmed to four user-defined settings.
An optional storage drawer is available for larger desk (model 6452) and is lined with a non-slip material to keep contents secure.
A discreet wire management ledge keeps cables organized and out of sight.
A power strip can be mounted under the desk to minimize excess wires (power strip not included).

6451 CENTRO LIFT DESK (60" x 24" DESKTOP)
Overall Dimensions
Capacity
Weight

24.75–49.75H x 60 x 24 in | 63–126H x 153 x 61 cm
150 lbs | 68 kg
127 lbs | 58 kg

60 in
153 cm

24 in
61 cm

24.75–49.75 in
63–126 cm

6452 CENTRO LIFT DESK (66" x 30" DESKTOP)
Overall Dimensions
Capacity
Weight

24.75–49.75H x 66 x 30 in | 63–126H x 168 x 76 cm
150 lbs | 68 kg
156 lbs | 71 kg

66 in
168 cm

24.75–49.75 in
63–126 cm

6459 STORAGE DRAWER (Fits model 6452 only)
Overall Dimensions
Weight

2.5H x 30.25 x 13 in | 6H x 77 x 33 cm
11 lbs | 5 kg
13 in
33 cm

2.5 in
6 cm

30.25 in
77 cm

30 in
76 cm

The CENTRO LIFT DESKS are
Height-adjustable from 24.75"–49.75"
(63–126 cm) for seated or standing use.
The easy-to-use digital keypad can be
programmed with four user-defined presets.

PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL KEYPAD

CABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PARTNERS WITH OTHER CENTRO COMPONENTS

CABLE MANAGEMENT LEDGE

COMPATIBLE WITH THIRD-PARTY MONITOR ARMS

OPTIONAL STORAGE DRAWER (FITS MODEL 6452 ONLY)

The CENTRO LIFT DESK partners perfectly with other components in the CENTRO OFFICE collection.

The desks feature a grey, micro-etched glass work surface, providing an elegant feel and smooth writing surface.

SATIN WHITE/
GREY GLASS TOP

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or
copyright laws. “Centro” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and
finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI

™

CORRIDOR
OFFICE

CORRIDOR

OFFICE

Highlighted by its striking louvered design and providing

ultimate functionality, Corridor Office is engineered to create an impressive workspace. The collection includes a generously-sized desk,
storage and file cabinets, and a unique credenza.

C O R R I D O R™ O F F I C E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6521 DESK

 Top work surface is black, satin-etched glass that provides a smooth, glare-free work surface
 Includes three drawers—a center multifunction keyboard drawer and two side storage drawers
 Recessed modesty panel allows for cross-desk collaboration
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29.75 x 67.75 x 32.25 in | 76 x 172 x 82 cm
Weight
194 lbs | 88 kg

32.25 in
82 cm

29.75 in
76 cm

67.75 in
172 cm

6507 MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL

 Locking file pedestal with two storage drawers and a letter or legal-file drawer
 Locking casters secure the pedestal in place when desired
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 25.25 x 15.5 x 21.5 in | 64 x 39 x 54.5 cm
File Drawer Capacity
40 lbs | 18 kg
Weight
71 lbs | 32 kg

21.5 in
54.5 cm

25.25 in
64 cm

15.5 in
39 cm

6520 MULTIFUNCTION CABINET

 Includes a pullout printer tray, paper storage shelf, and a supply cabinet with adjustable shelf
 Two supply drawers and a file drawer are secured with one lock
 Lateral file drawer can accommodate letter and/or legal-sized hanging folders
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Printer Compartment (H x W x D)
Lateral File Drawer Capacity
Printer Tray Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Weight

30 x 47.75 x 18 in | 76.5 x 121 x 46 cm
9.5 x 21.5 x 16 in | 24 x 55 x 40.5 cm
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
30 lbs | 13.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
202 lbs | 92 kg

18 in
46 cm

30 in
76.5 cm

47.75 in
121 cm

6529 CREDENZA

 The locking supply and lateral file drawer keep contents secure
 Louvered doors conceal a storage compartment with an adjustable shelf
 Lateral file drawer can accommodate letter and/or legal-sized hanging folders
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Storage Drawer Capacity
Lateral File Drawer Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Weight

30 x 70 x 18 in | 76.5 x 178 x 46 cm
25 lbs | 11.4 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
225 lbs | 102 kg

18 in
46 cm

30 in
76.5 cm

70 in
178 cm

Corridor Desk 6521 includes a keyboard drawer and storage drawers lined
with nonslip material to keep contents in place.

Locking file drawers on models 6507, 6520 and 6529 accommodate
hanging letter and/or legal files with adjustable hanging rails.

Mobile File Cabinet 6507 slides neatly underneath the Desk 6521 for easy
access to supplies and files.

The Corridor Credenza provides adjustable storage for the supplies every
office needs.

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH
(CRL)

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT
(CWL)

Corridor Office in Charcoal Stained Ash finish

Corridor Office in Chocolate Stained Walnut finish

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or
copyright laws. “Corridor” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and
finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI

™

DUO
P ED ESTAL
D ES K

DUO

P E D E S TA L

DESK

Partnering a micro-etched glass work surface with convenient

storage and file drawers, the DUO PEDESTAL DESK is an inviting workplace. The desktop is accented by a rich, wood veneered enclave, and is
supported by a steel base. Doubling its usefulness, DUO can be used as a solo desk, or as a shared workspace with a chair on either side.

D U O™ P E D E S T A L

DESK

DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6241 PEDESTAL DESK
n Micro-etched glass top provides a smooth work surface.
n Desk can be assembled with file cabinet on the left or right side.
n Open shelf provides convenient access to contents (height of opening: 2" | 5 cm).
n Cabinet includes two storage drawers and one file drawer with matching micro-etched glass drawer fronts, easily secured with one lock.
n File drawer accommodates hanging letter or legal file folders.

Overall Dimensions
Weight

29.5H x 62.25 x 25.5 in | 75H x 158 x 65 cm
174 lbs | 79 kg
25.5 in
65 cm

29.5 in
75 cm

62.25 in

| 158 cm

Finished on all sides, DUO can float in a room to create a shared workspace.

Cabinet includes a removable back, providing space for a power strip and
concealed wires (power strip not included).

PLATINUM /
SATIN GREY

TOFFEE / TAUPE

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or
copyright laws. “Duo Pedestal” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model
and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI

F O R M AT
®

OFFICE

F O R M A T® O F F I C E

The modern FORMAT collection creates a workspace where form and

function are elegantly intertwined. The collection includes a 3-drawer desk, a mobile file pedestal and a versatile mobile credenza that
includes storage for a printer, hanging files and other supplies. The collection features nickel-plated steel, Satin White exteriors, and is
available with either Charcoal Stained Ash or Natural Walnut drawers and doors.

F O R M A T® O F F I C E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6301 DESK
n Includes a flip-down multifunction drawer for a keyboard, mouse and storage of rechargeable items.
n Drawers are lined with black, nonslip material to keep contents in place.
n The magnetic front and back panels keep wires out of sight while providing easy access to wiring and wall outlets.
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 29.5 x 64.25 x 24.25 | 75 x 163 x 61 cm
Weight
113 lbs | 51 kg

24.25 in
61 cm

29.5 in
75 cm
64.25 in
163 cm

6307 MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL
n Cabinet rests on locking inline casters. Fifth wheel under file drawer prevents tipping when drawer is extended.
n Includes a supply drawer and a file drawer that can hold letter or legal-sized hanging files.
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 25 x 15.25 x 24.25 in | 64 x 39 x 61 cm
File Drawer Capacity
40 lbs | 18 kg
Weight
66 lbs | 34 kg

24.25 in
61 cm

25 in
64 cm

15.25 in
39 cm

6320 MOBILE CREDENZA
n Includes a pullout printer tray, paper storage shelf, two supply drawers and storage cabinet with adjustable shelf.
n The locking lateral file drawer can accommodate letter or legal-sized folders, with files hanging left-to-right or front-to-back.
n Credenza rests on locking inline casters. Fifth wheel under file drawer prevents tipping when drawer is extended.
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Printer Compartment (H x W x D)
Lateral File Drawer Capacity
Printer Tray Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Weight

29.5 x 47.75 x 18.5 in | 75 x 121 x 47 cm
11 x 20 x 17.25 in | 28 x 51 x 44 cm
65 lbs | 29.5 kg
30 lbs | 13.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
162 lbs | 73 kg

18.5 in
47 cm

29.5 in
75 cm

47.75 in
121 cm

Mobile File Pedestal 6307 fits neatly underneath Desk 6301 for easy access to supplies and files. Complete the collection with the Mobile Credenza 6320
in Satin White/Natural Walnut Finish.

The FORMAT Desk 6301 includes a flip-down multifunction keyboard
drawer as well as two side storage drawers.

The Desk includes magnetically attached front and back panels that tilt
for easy access to wiring. If positioned flat against a wall, back panel
may be left off for direct access to wall outlets.

Mobile File Pedestal 6307’s bottom drawer can accommodate letter or
legal-sized hanging file folders.

Mobile Credenza 6320 includes a pullout shelf for easy access to a
printer, scanner or all-in-one.

FORMAT Collection in Satin White/Charcoal Finish

FORMAT Collection in Satin White/Natural Walnut Finish

SATIN WHITE

SATIN WHITE

CHARCOAL

NATURAL
WALNUT

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Format” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without
notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2016, BDI

KITE
®

KITE

Whether home to a complete library or displaying a lifetime’s treasures, the Kite Shelf is a welcome addition to
any office or living space. The generously-sized shelf is perfect alone, but creates a dramatic wall system when
used in multiples.

K I T E®
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

 Inset steel frame secures shelves and provides rigidity
 Five-point floor and two-point wall levelers compensate for uneven spaces
 Included wall anchors allow Kite to be secured to a wall
5305 FIVE-TIER KITE SHELF
Dimensions
Shelf Depth
Shelf Clearance
Shelf Capacity
Weight

73.75H x 70.75 x 15 in | 187H x 180 x 38 cm
12.4 in | 31.5 cm
14.8 in | 37.5 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg
128 lbs | 58 kg

5306 SIX-TIER KITE SHELF
Dimensions
Shelf Depth
Shelf Clearance
Shelf Capacity
Weight

89.5H x 70.75 x 15 in | 227H x 180 x 38 cm
12.4 in | 31.5 cm
14.8 in | 37.5 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg
157 lbs | 71 kg

Shelves can be positioned in multiples, creating dramatic presentations for a variety of spaces. Shown are two 5305 in Satin White finish

Two 5306 in Toasted Walnut and Black finish with Radius tables
Kite may be ordered in the following pre-configured finish combinations, which are listed in order of shelf finish/frame finish.

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH/
BLACK
(CRL/B)

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH/
SATIN WHITE
(CRL/SW)

CHOCOLATE
STAINED WALNUT/
BLACK
(CWL/B)

TOASTED
WALNUT/
BLACK
(TWL/B)

TOASTED
WALNUT/
SATIN WHITE
(TWL/SW)

SATIN WHITE/
SATIN WHITE
(SW/SW)

Kite 5305 in Satin White finish

Kite 5305 Chocolate Stained Walnut & Black finish with Corridor Office collection

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Kite” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer
to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable
materials. ©2019, BDI www.bdiusa.com

™

KRONOS
OFFI CE

KRONOS

OFFICE

The uniquely styled KRONOS Lift Desk elevates the idea of a

sit+stand desk, including a unique mezzanine shelf that helps your workspace stay neat and clutter-free. The ultra smooth work surface
is soft to the touch and easy to clean, accented with natural walnut veneers. Two mobile storage cabinet options ensure that supplies
stay organized and close at hand.

K R O N O S™ O F F I C E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6752 LIFT DESK
n Work surfaces are smooth to the touch, resilient and easy to clean.
n Digital keypad can be mounted on the left or right of the desk.
n A flip-down storage/keyboard drawer is lined with non-slip material to keep contents secure.
n A power strip (not included) can be mounted under the desktop with the supplied mounting kit.
n Wire management channels and ties keep wires organized.
Overall Dimensions
Variable Desktop Height
Capacity
Weight

29–54H x 61.75 x 30.75 in | 74–138H x 157 x 78 cm
24.5–49.5 in | 62–126 cm
150 lbs | 68 kg
143 lbs | 65 kg

Shelf Height
Interior Drawer Dimension
Drawer Capacity

4 in | 10 cm
1.5H x 25.5 x 11.25 in | 4H x 65 x 28 cm
25 lbs | 11.5 kg

61.75 in
157 cm

30.75 in
78 cm

29–54 in
74–138 cm

Digital keypad is programmable with four user-defined presets.

Flip-down keyboard drawer is lined to keep contents secure.

Mezzanine tier includes cutouts to keep wiring organized.

A modesty panel complements seated use and keeps wiring concealed.

6717 MULTIFUNCTION CABINET
n Includes storage drawer, adjustable shelf, pull-out printer tray and locking file storage drawer.
n Locking casters secure cabinet in place when desired.
Overall Dimensions
Printer Compartment
Printer Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

35.75H x 23 x 18 in | 91H x 58 x 46 cm
13H x 22.75 x 17.25 in | 33H x 58 x 44 cm
25 lbs | 11 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
123 lbs | 56 kg

18 in
46 cm

35.75 in
91 cm

23 in
58 cm

6729 MOBILE CREDENZA
n Includes locking storage and letter/legal file storage drawers.
n Doors conceal an adjustable storage shelf.
n Locking casters secure cabinet in place when desired.
Overall Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Storage Drawer Capacity
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29H x 63 x 18 in | 74H x 160 x 46 cm
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
25 lbs | 11.5 kg
65 lbs | 29.5 kg
201 lbs | 91 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

63 in
160 cm

Multifunction Cabinet 6717 includes a pullout tray to keep a printer within
easy reach.

Mobile Credenza 6729 includes an adjustable shelf to keep supplies
organized and accessible.

SATIN WHITE &
NATURAL
WALNUT

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or
copyright laws. “Kronos” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and
finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI

MILO
™

MILO

In need of the perfect sidekick? Milo is your highly versatile companion for any space. Whether warming up over morning coffee,
recharging midday or burning the midnight oil, Milo’s always by your side.

M I L O™
DESIGN LOUIS A. LARA

 Lightweight and simple to reposition as necessary (9.5lbs /4.3kg)
 Low profile base slides under seating for easy pull-up access
 Angled structure provides sturdy support
 Arrives in a convenient carrying box and assembles in minutes
1055 LAPTOP TABLE
Dimensions
Maximum Capacity

24H x 19 x 19 in | 61H x 48 x 48 cm
25 lbs | 11 kg

DRIFT OAK
(DOK)

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH
(CRL)

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Milo” and BDI are trademarks of
Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI www.bdiusa.com

®

MODICA
OFFICE

MODICA OFFICE

The MODICA collection is designed with the home office in mind.

The unique platform desk stands securely on a black steel trestle base and features an open storage shelf flanked by two storage drawers.
The mobile pedestal keeps hanging files and supplies close at hand and makes a great home for a printer or all-in-one.

M O D I C A® O F F I C E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6341 DESK
n
n
n
n

Large work surface, suitable for a shared work environment.
The open center compartment is the perfect place to store a laptop or papers that need to be accessible.
Two side storage drawers keep supplies close at hand.
Easily accessible compartment for a concealed power strip (not supplied).

Dimensions
Weight

29.5H x 60 x 28 in | 75H x 153 x 71 cm
107 lbs | 49 kg
28 in
71 cm

29.5 in
75 cm

60 in
153 cm

6347 MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL
n
n
n
n

Top drawer is ideal for supply storage while the lower file drawer can hold letter and/or legal-sized hanging file folders.
File drawer includes a locking mechanism to keep contents secure.
Cabinet rests on locking inline casters for security and mobility.
The perfect home for a printer or all-in-one.

Dimensions
Weight
File Drawer Capacity

19.25H x 34.5 x 18.25 in | 49H x 88 x 46 cm
89 lbs | 40 kg
65 lbs | 29 kg

18.25 in
46 cm

19.25 in
49 cm

34.5 in
88 cm

MODICA OFFICE, TC-223 TASK CHAIR AND EILEEN SHELVES IN NATURAL WALNUT FINISH

Two storage drawers keep supplies concealed,
yet accessible. Nonslip lining keeps contents
in place.

A power strip access panel in the desktop easily
removes for access to a small power strip.

The Mobile File Pedestal 6347’s bottom
drawer can accommodate letter and/or
legal-sized hanging file folders.

MODICA DESK 6341 AND MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL 6347 IN NATURAL WALNUT FINISH

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH

NATURAL
WALNUT

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Modica” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without
notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2016, BDI

SEMBLANCE

OFFICE

®

The SEMBLANCE Modular System allows you to design your own office solution for spaces large and small. Beautifully integrating technology into
the workspace, SEMBLANCE keeps wires organized and provides storage for equipment, supplies and paperwork. Endlessly configurable, the user can
customize their system to create the SEMBLANCE office that is perfect for their needs.
TO VIEW THE SEMBLANCE COLLECTION, VISIT THE ‘MODULAR SYSTEMS’ SECTION OF THIS BDI CATALOG.

S E M B L A N C E®
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

SEMBLANCE OFFICE PACKAGE 5413-DG in Chocolate Stained Walnut

STORAGE

MEDIA

OFFICE

The SEMBLANCE Modular System can be configured to create wall systems and room dividers for virtually any application.
To view the SEMBLANCE collection, refer to the MODULAR SYSTEMS section of this BDI catalog.

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See
manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws.
“Semblance” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish
availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI
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include unique hidden cable management and an integrated system drawer that conceals a keyboard/mouse tray as well as integrated space
for recharging portable electronics.

SEQUEL® DESKS
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6001 DESK
n Multifunction drawer with integrated keyboard/mouse tray and storage for rechargeable items
n Magnetically attached front and back panels tilt or remove for easy access to concealed wiring
n A power strip can be mounted with the included magnetic mounting kit (power strip not included)

Dimensions
Top Capacity
Weight

29H x 60 x 24 in | 74H x 152 x 61 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg
114 lbs | 52 kg
24 in
61 cm

60 in
152 cm

29 in
74 cm

6002 RETURN
n Provides additional workspace when used with the Desk or is a great laptop table on its own
n Return ships without a Back Panel, allowing the Desk’s Back Panel to be used with either piece depending on desired configuration
n If needed, additional rear panels (model 6009 Back Panel) and modesty panels (model 6012 Return End Panel) are available

Dimensions
Weight

29H x 60 x 16 in | 74H x 152 x 41 cm
76 lbs | 35 kg
60 in
152 cm

16 in
41 cm

29 in
74 cm

6003 COMPACT DESK
n The Compact Desk can be assembled with keyboard drawer on either side for left or right-handed users
n The single-level keyboard drawer can hold oversized keyboards and includes wire management slots in the back for rechargeable items
n The Compact Desk does not include a Back Panel. If floating in a room, model 6008 Compact Desk Back Panel is available separately
Dimensions
Top Capacity
Weight

29H x 47 x 24 in | 74H x 120 x 61 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg
85 lbs | 39 kg
47 in
120 cm

29 in
74 cm

24 in
61 cm

6004 WALL DESK
n Desk can be mounted at any height to create a seated, bar-height or standing workspace
n A wire management access panel in the desktop provides access to a lower tray for a power strip
n Partner the Desk with a Sequel Storage Cabinet to create a compact home office

Dimensions
Capacity
Weight

23H x 45 x 20 in | 59H x 114 x 51 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg
65 lbs | 29 kg
20 in
51 cm

45 in
114 cm

23 in
59 cm

6018R / 6018L PENINSULA
n Available in left and right-facing models. Attaches securely to Cabinets 6014, 6015, 6016 & 6017 with steel supports
n Perfect for a collaborative work environment with a chair on either side
n Wire management channels are integrated into the steel frame and legs to keep cables organized and out of sight
Dimensions
Weight

29H x 38 x 55 in | 74H x 97 x 140 cm
67 lbs | 30 kg
38 in
97 cm
55 in
140 cm
18 in
46 cm
29 in
74 cm

Left-facing Peninsula 6018L

6019 CORNER DESK
n Attaches securely between Cabinets 6014, 6015, 6016 & 6017 with steel supports
n Includes a multifunction keyboard drawer, lined with non-slip material to hold a keyboard, mouse and/or rechargeable items
n Wire management is integrated into the steel frame keeping cables controlled and out of view
Dimensions
Weight

29H x 43 x 43 in | 74H x 109 x 109 cm
95 lbs | 43 kg
43 in
109 cm

43 in
109 cm
36.5 in
93 cm
29 in
74 cm

18 in
46 cm

6021 EXECUTIVE DESK
n The user side of the desk features three drawers—a center multifunction keyboard drawer and two side storage drawers for supplies
n Guest side’s recessed modesty panel allows for a shared workspace
n A wire management access panel in the top provides access to a lower tray for a convenient place to run power cables

Dimensions
Weight

30H x 68 x 32 in | 75H x 172 x 82 cm
193 lbs | 88 kg
68 in
172 cm

32 in
82 cm

30 in
75 cm

6008 COMPACT DESK BACK PANEL
n If floating the 6003 Compact Desk in a room, this optional Back Panel is necessary
n The Panel attaches easily and conceals all wires from the back side
Dimensions
Weight

25.25H x 45.75 in | 65H x 116 cm
9 lbs | 4 kg

6009 DESK/RETURN BACK PANEL
n The Sequel Desk includes a Back Panel, which can be used on either the Desk or Return. If floating both the Desk and Return within

a room, an additional Back Panel is necessary
Dimensions
Weight

25.25H x 59 in | 65H x 150 cm
11 lbs | 5 kg

6012 RETURN END PANEL
Dimensions
Weight

24.5H x 13.5 in | 62.5H x 35.5 cm
4 lbs | 2 kg

ESPRESSO
STAINED OAK

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT

NATURAL
WALNUT

S E QUE L P ER FOR M ANC E FE AT UR E S
Everyone needs a workspace that is comfortable and inviting, and if it can be beautifully designed and neatly organized all the better.
Designed with an emphasis on ergonomics and organization, Sequel Office is full of unique features that integrate technology and create a
comfortable and organized place to work.

Desk drawer includes a flip-down front for access to a multifunction
system drawer complete with a keyboard/mouse tray and portable
electronics charging station. Drawer is lined with nonslip material and
includes cable routing channels.

Unique satin-etched, black tempered glass surfaces are resistant to
fingerprints, nonglare, and compatible for use with an optical mouse.

Sequel Desks include magnetic power strip mounting kits to keep wires
organized and out of sight (power strip not included).

Brushed satin nickel legs and hardware accent natural wood veneers.

Sequel coordinates beautifully with BDI’s Semblance Modular System for additional storage, meeting and display space.

SEQ UE L OPT I ONS
Sequel is a versatile component system. Whether it is used in a home or a small office, the possible configurations are almost endless. Here’s a sampling of some
possible offices that can be created with Sequel.

Sequel Office with Task Chairs TC-223

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'0"
For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Sequel” and BDI
are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change
without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

®

SEQUEL
L IFT D ES K S

SEQUEL

LIFT

DESKS

The Sequel office collection sets a new standard for

efficient and organized workspaces, and the bar has been raised with the Sequel Lift Desks. These versatile, height-adjustable desks
feature a powered leg system controlled by a digital, programmable keypad. Whether sitting, standing or somewhere in-between, the work
surface is always at the perfect height. Partnering beautifully with the rest of the Sequel collection, the ergonomic Lift Desks are sure to
elevate any workday.

S E Q U E L® L I F T

DESKS

DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n Satin-etched, black tempered glass top provides a smooth worksurface that is resistant to fingerprinting
n Digital keypad with user-programmable presets can be installed on left or right of desk
n Cable management system keeps wiring organized and out-of-sight

6051 LIFT DESK (60" x 24" DESKTOP)
Dimensions
Capacity
Weight

24.75–49.75H x 60 x 24 in | 63–126H x 153 x 61 cm
150 lbs | 68 kg
127 lbs | 58 kg
60 in
153 cm

24 in
61 cm

24.75–49.75 in
63–126 cm

6052 LIFT DESK (66" x 30" DESKTOP)
Dimensions
Capacity
Weight

24.75–49.75H x 66 x 30 in | 63–126H x 168 x 76 cm
150 lbs | 68 kg
156 lbs | 71 kg
66 in
168 cm

24.75–49.75 in
63–126 cm

6059 STORAGE DRAWER (Fits model 6052 only)
Dimensions
Weight

2.5H x 30.25 x 13 in | 6H x 77 x 33 cm
11 lbs | 5 kg
13 in
33 cm
2.5 in
6 cm

30.25 in
77 cm

30 in
76 cm

The Sequel Lift Desks are height-adjustable from
24.75"–49.75" (63–126 cm) for seated or standing
use. The easy-to-use digital keypad can be
programmed with four user-defined presets.

Digital keypad is programmable with four user-defined presets

Wire management channels keep wires organized and out of view

Partners with other Sequel components

A power strip (not included) can be mounted under the desks surface with
the supplied mounting kit

Compatible with third-party monitor arms

An optional storage drawer is available for Sequel Lift 6052

ESPRESSO
STAINED OAK

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT

NATURAL
WALNUT

Sequel Lift Desk 6051 shown with the Sequel Tall File Pedestal 6005 and Return 6002

The Lift Desk coordinates beautifully with BDI’s Semblance collection

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Sequel” and
BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to
change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

®

SEQUEL
STO R AG E

STORAGE

CABINETS

Keeping files secured or ensuring that everyday

essentials are close at hand, Sequel includes a variety of storage options for any application. Mobile storage provides flexibility, while
other cabinets include shelved cabinets, lateral file and storage drawers — even a pullout printer tray — allowing customization for
even the most demanding office space.

SEQUEL® STORAGE
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6005 TALL MOBILE FILE CABINET
n File pedestal on locking casters with two file drawers
n Topped with satin-etched, black tempered glass and designed for use next to a desk to increase the usable workspace
Dimensions
Weight

29H x 15.25 x 24 in | 74H x 39 x 61 cm
83 lbs | 38 kg
24 in
61 cm
29 in
74 cm

15.25 in
39 cm

6007-2 LOW MOBILE FILE CABINET
n Locking file pedestal with two storage drawers and a letter or legal-file drawer
n Pedestal rests on locking casters
Dimensions
Weight

24H x 15.25 x 21 in | 61H x 39 x 54 cm
62 lbs | 28 kg
21 in
54 cm
24 in
61 cm

15.25 in
39 cm

6014 3-DRAWER FILE CABINET
n Includes two storage drawers and a file drawer for hanging letter or legal-sized folders
n Cabinet can be used as an anchor for the Sequel Peninsula 6018 and Corner Desk 6019

Dimensions
Weight

29H x 15.5 x 18 in | 74H x 39 x 46 cm
85 lbs | 39 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

15.5 in
39 cm

6015 STORAGE CABINET
n
n
n
n

Ideal for storing supplies and projects
Top drawer fully extends for easy access to contents
Lower divided compartment includes two individually adjustable shelves
Cabinet can be used as an anchor for the Sequel Peninsula 6018 and Corner Desk 6019

Dimensions
Weight

29H x 35 x 18 in | 74H x 89 x 46 cm
126 lbs | 57 kg

18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

35 in
89 cm

6016 LATERAL FILE CABINET
n
n
n
n

Locking file cabinet offers secure storage for legal and/or letter-sized hanging files
For safety, the drawers include interlock anti-tip hardware, allowing only one drawer to open at a time
Replacement lock sets are available separately
Cabinet can be used as an anchor for the Sequel Peninsula 6018 and Corner Desk 6019

Dimensions
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29H x 35 x 18 in | 74H x 89 x 46 cm
65 lbs | 29.5 kg
152 lbs | 69 kg

18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

35 in
89 cm

6017 MULTIFUNCTION CABINET
n Open compartment includes a pullout printer tray and an adjustable shelf
n Includes two storage drawers for supplies and a file drawer for hanging files
n Cabinet can be used as an anchor for the Sequel Peninsula 6018 and Corner Desk 6019
Dimensions
Printer Compartment*
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29H x 35 x 18 in | 74H x 89 x 46 cm
10.7H x 20 x 17.2 in | 27.3H x 50.8 x 43.9 cm
65 lbs | 29.5 kg
141 lbs | 64 kg
18 in
46 cm

*10.7 in
27.3 cm

29 in
74 cm

35 in
89 cm
ESPRESSO
STAINED OAK

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT

NATURAL
WALNUT

The Sequel Office collection with Eileen Shelves

Sequel Storage Cabinet 6015’s divided lower compartment includes two individually
adjustable shelves allowing customization as needed.

File drawers on models 6016 & 6017 can be configured to accommodate letter and/or
legal-sized hanging folders by simply adjusting the included hanger rails. Files can hang
left to right or front to back.

Locking casters on file cabinets provide mobility and versatility.

Multifunction Cabinet 6017 includes a pullout shelf for easy access to a printer, scanner
or all-in-one. The adjustable shelf above is great for paper storage.

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Sequel” and
BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to
change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

™

SIGMA
OF F I C E

SIGMA

Whether outfitting a complete office or creating a compact workstation at home, Sigma is a fresh approach to
serious office furniture. Combine work surface and storage options to create a custom workspace in any space.

S I G M A™ O F F I C E
DESIGN BDI DESIGN STUDIO

6901 DESK

 Integrated system drawer front flips down for use with a keyboard and mouse
 Easy-access front and back panels tilt or remove for access to concealed wiring
 A wire management ledge provides space for a power strip and connections
Dimensions
Top Capacity
Weight

29H x 66 x 24 in | 74H x 168 x 61 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg
131 lbs | 59 kg
24 in
61 cm

29 in
74 cm

66 in
168 cm

6902 RETURN

 Connects to Sigma Desk 6901 to extend the workspace
 Creates a convenient space for cross-desk collaboration
Dimensions
Top Capacity
Weight

29H x 42 x 18 in | 74H x 107 x 46 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
41 lbs | 19 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm
42 in
107 cm

6903 COMPACT DESK

 Integrated system drawer front flips down for use with a keyboard and mouse
 Easy-access front and back panels tilt or remove for access to concealed wiring
 A wire management ledge provides space for a power strip and connections
Dimensions
Top Capacity
Weight

29H x 48 x 24 in | 74H x 122 x 61 cm
65 lbs | 30 kg
101 lbs | 46 kg
24 in
61 cm

29 in
74 cm

48 in
122 cm

6907 MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL

 Three drawers are secured with one lock
 Two storage drawers and one letter/legal file drawer
 Pedestal rests on locking casters
 Designed to fit neatly under the Sigma Desk 6901
Dimensions
Weight

25.5H x 15.75 x 21 in | 64H x 40 x 53 cm
64 lbs | 29 kg
21 in
53 cm
25.5 in
64 cm

15.75 in
40 cm

6916 LATERAL FILE CABINET

 Locking cabinet with two storage drawers and a file drawer
 File drawer can accommodate hanging letter and/or legal files
 Cabinet rests on locking casters
Dimensions
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29H x 35 x 18 in | 74H x 89 x 46 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg
139 lbs | 63 kg

18 in
46 cm
29 in
74 cm

35 in
89 cm

6917 MULTIFUNCTION CABINET

 Cabinet includes two storage drawers and a file drawer for letter/legal hanging files
 Open compartment features a pullout printer tray and adjustable paper shelf
 Integrated lock keeps contents secure
 Perfect all-purpose piece for a small office
Dimensions
Printer Compartment
Printer Tray Capacity
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29H x 35 x 18 in | 74H x 89 x 46 cm
10.25H x 21.5 x 17.25 in | 26.4H x 55.4 x 43.7 cm
20 lbs | 9 kg
75 lbs | 34 kg
133 lbs | 60 kg

18 in
46 cm
29 in
74 cm

35 in
89 cm

SEPIA
(SPA)

STRATA
(STR)

Desks 6901 & 6903 include a multifunction system drawer that is lined with non-slip
material to keep a keyboard, mouse and rechargeable items in place.

A wire management ledge provides a home for a power strip (not included). Desk panels
tilt or remove for easy access to concealed wiring.

Satin-etched glass work surfaces are smooth to the touch and resistant to fingerprints
and scratches.

The included back panels allow Desks 6901 & 6903 to float in a room, or panels can be
removed for direct access to wall outlets.

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Sigma” and BDI
are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change
without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

™

SOLA
OF F I C E

SOLA

Can a desk help you work better? You bet. With Sola’s smoothly contoured work surface, you’ll always want to
clear your desk. Featuring a solid hardwood top and a host of user-friendly features, Sola rises above the rest.

S O L A™ O F F I C E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

6853 LIFT DESK

 The solid hardwood work surface provides an elegant and comfortable workspace
 The digital memory keypad can be mounted on the left or right of the desk
 A flip-down storage/keyboard drawer is lined with non-slip material to keep contents secure
 A modesty panel ensures discretion for seated use
 Wire management channels and ties keep wires organized and out of view
Dimensions
Capacity

24.5–49.5H x 59.5 x 28 in | 62–126H x 151 x 71 cm
150 lbs | 68 kg

Interior Drawer Dimension
Drawer Capacity

1.75H x 23 x 9 in | 4H x 59 x 23 cm
25 lbs | 11.5 kg

28 in
71 cm

24.5–49.5 in
62–126 cm

59.5 in
151 cm

6817 MOBILE FILE PEDESTAL

 Includes a storage drawer, adjustable shelf, pull-out printer tray and locking file storage drawer
 Locking casters secure the cabinet in place when desired
Dimensions
Printer Compartment
(without shelf)
Printer Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
File Drawer Capacity

35.75H x 26 x 18 in | 91 x 66 x 46D cm
13H x 21 x 17 in | 33H x 53 x 43 cm
25 lbs | 11.5 kg
25 lbs | 11.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg

18 in
46 cm

35.75 in
91 cm

26 in
66 cm

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

Digital keypad is programmable with four user-defined presets

Hardwood walnut work surface is smoothed at the edges for comfort

A modesty panel complements seated use and keeps wiring concealed

Flip-down keyboard drawer is lined to keep contents secure

A convenient storage drawer keeps everyday supplies at hand

Wire management channels and a hidden ledge keep wires organized and
out of view

Sola Office in Toasted Walnut finish

The included drawer keeps supplies at hand, or the drawer front flips down to become a keyboard drawer

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or
copyright laws. “Sola” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish
availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI

™

S TA NC E
L IFT D ESK

S T A N C E™ L I F T

DESK

DESIGN BDI STUDIO

A versatile sit+stand desk solution, Stance coordinates beautifully with some of BDI’s most popular
collections. Desks are available in three sizes, all of which may be accessorized with an optional keyboard
drawer and modesty panel.
n
n
n
n

Satin-etched, tempered glass top provides a smooth work surface
Digital memory keypad can be installed on the left or right of the desk
Wire management ledge keeps wiring organized and out-of-sight
Optional keyboard drawer and modesty panel are available in three finishes

6650 LIFT DESK 48 (48" x 24" DESKTOP)
Dimensions
Weight

24–49H x 48 x 24 in | 62–125H x 122 x 60.25 cm
105 lbs | 48 kg
48 in
122 cm

24 in
60.25 cm

24–49 in
62–125 cm

6651 LIFT DESK 60 (60" x 24" DESKTOP)
Dimensions
Weight

24–49H x 60 x 24 in | 62–125H x 152 x 60.25 cm
118 lbs | 53.5 kg
60 in
152 cm

24 in
60.25 cm

24–49 in
62–125 cm

6652 LIFT DESK 66 (66" x 30" DESKTOP)
Dimensions
Weight

24–49H x 66 x 30 in | 62–125H x 168 x 76.5 cm
142 lbs | 64.5 kg
66 in
168 cm

24–49 in
62–125 cm

30 in
76.5 cm

Digital keypad is programmable with four user-defined presets

A wire management ledge can be home to a power strip, serving as the
power hub of a desk

Optional modesty panel finishes the back of the desk for privacy

Keyboard/storage drawer is lined with non-slip material to keep
contents secure

6657 MODESTY PANEL

6659 KEYBOARD / STORAGE DRAWER

Dimensions
Weight

Dimensions
Weight

8.5H x 48 x 0.5 in | 21.5H x 122 x 1 cm
5 lbs | 2.25 kg

2.5H x 28 x 11 in | 6H x 71 x 28 cm
10 lbs | 4.5 kg

BLACK
(BK)

SEPIA
(SPA)

STRATA
(STR)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Stance” and BDI
are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change
without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

™

TC-223

TC-223

A full-featured task chair, TC-223 is designed for today’s workplace. Engineered with ergonomics in mind, this chair

delivers a wide range of adjustable comfort features. TC-223 is available in three configurations: a Black or Grey mesh backrest with coordinating
upholstered seat/headrest and a black base, or a Black mesh back with a leather seat/headrest and a polished aluminum base.

T C - 2 2 3™
n Ergonomically designed for user comfort.
n Fully adjustable.
n BIFMA certified for contract use.
n 3-year limited warranty.

223DHF TASK CHAIR
FABRIC SEAT & HEADREST/BLACK BASE

223DHL TASK CHAIR
LEATHER SEAT & HEADREST/POLISHED BASE

Overall Dimensions
with Headrest
without Headrest
Capacity
Weight

Overall Dimensions
with Headrest
without Headrest
Capacity
Weight

46–50H x 25.25 x 24 in | 117–127H x 65 x 61 cm
37.25–40H x 25.25 x 22 in | 95–102H x 65 x 56 cm
250 lbs | 113 kg
34 lbs | 15 kg

46–50H x 25.25 x 24 in | 117–127H x 65 x 61 cm
37.25–40H x 25.25 x 22 in | 95–102H x 65 x 56 cm
250 lbs | 113 kg
34 lbs | 15 kg

Pivoting, Adjustable, Removable Headrest

Breathable Mesh

Lumbar Support
Adjustable Arm Height

Seat Height Adjustment
Variable Tilt Lock
Tilt Tension Control

223DHF in Grey, with headrest removed.

BLACK

GREY

BLACK LEATHER

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “TC-223” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to
current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2016, BDI www.bdiusa.com

M O D U L A R S YS T E M S

SEMBLANCE 5464

M O D U L A R SYST E M S

M OD U L A R
SYST E M S

Sometimes the best furniture solutions are
the ones that you create yourself. BDI’s
versatile Modular Systems are endlessly
configurable by the user. These systems can
be used to create wall units, room dividers,
home theater solutions, offices and much
more, combining storage, technology and
display space.

M O D U L A R S YS T E M S

Modular Systems feature details such as
beautifully

finished

wood

and

glass

components, soft-close doors on cabinets
and

sturdy

steel

supports

Engineered

to

seamlessly

integrate

technology

into

the

or

home

throughout.
work

environment, a BDI Modular System provides
wire management, component storage and
overall flexibility.

SEMBLANCE
®

DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

SEMBLANCE

MODULAR

SYSTEM

The Semblance

Modular System is endlessly customizable, allowing you to create wall units, room dividers, media systems and office solutions of virtually any size or
configuration. Greater than the sum of its parts, components such as vertical panels, shelves, cabinets, drawers, desks and more combine to systems that
are perfectly tailored to your needs.

E N D L E S S LY A D J U S TA B L E
The key to Semblance lies in its endless
adjustability. Individual components can be
configured in countless ways to create a variety of
looks. Here we see the exact same components
assembled in different ways. With quality
construction, steel supports and threaded inserts,
components can be rearranged as often as you
like. Your system will not only meet your needs, it
can change with them.

COMPONENTS
Don’t let the number of Semblance
components overwhelm you. Once you
understand how they work together,
combining them into various configurations
is simple. Vertical panels are available in
three finishes. Other components feature
sturdy construction and are accented with
black, satin-etched glass fronts and surfaces.
Semblance can be configured for almost
any application. Start with a pre-designed
system or create a custom solution by
starting from scratch.

System 5454-GH

PA N E L S
Beautifully finished panels are the starting point. Select between two heights and three finishes. Panels are fitted with threaded inserts—
hole spacing—positioned in increments of 2.5" | 64 mm allowing for simple and repeated reconfiguration and reassembly. All panels include
integrated levelers to accommodate for variations in the floor.

END PANELS are available in two heights (79.5" | 202 cm and 29" | 74 cm). These panels
have threaded inserts on one side only. The other side has no inserts and is designed to be
the outer end of any system. End panels include wall mount brackets to secure your system
to a wall.

15020

15021

15020 Tall End Panel Set – 79.5" (set of 2)

79.5H x 1.75 x 15.75 in | 202H x 4 x 40 cm

15021 Tall End Panel – 79.5"

79.5H x 1.75 x 15.75 in | 202H x 4 x 40 cm

15023 Low End Panel – 29"

29H x 1.75 x 15.75 in | 74H x 4 x 40 cm

15023

DIVIDER PANELS have threaded inserts on both sides, and are used as the inner panels
of a system. Available in two heights (79.5" | 202 cm and 29" | 74 cm).
15025 Tall Divider Panel – 79.5"

79.5H x 1.75 x 15.75 in | 202H x 4 x 40 cm

15028 Low Divider Panel – 29"

29H x 1.75 x 15.75 in | 74H x 4 x 40 cm

TRANSITION PANEL is used to move from a tall shelving area to a lower one (or vice
versa). One side has threaded inserts the full height of the panel, while the other has inserts
up to 29" | 74 cm. Panel is reversible.
15026 Tall Transition Panel – 79.5"

15025

15028

79.5H x 1.75W x 15.75D in | 202H x 4W x 40D cm

15026

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH
(CRL)

CHOCOLATE
STAINED WALNUT
(CWL)

NATURAL
WALNUT
(WL)

When anchored to a wall, Semblance can be used to create room dividers up to 100” | 254 cm in length. System 5402-CB

The supplied mounting brackets attach your Semblance system to the wall for
added security.

Satin-etched glass surfaces provide a smooth touch while being resistant to
fingerprints and dust.

Satin-etched glass doors conceal an adjustable shelf in each compartment.
Soft-close hinges on doors provide smooth movement while preventing door
slamming.

Drawer units include a shallow storage drawer and a deeper drawer fitted
with supports for hanging letter or legal file folders.

S TO R A G E
Here’s where it gets fun! Build your Semblance system any way you would like by adding any combination of shelves, cabinets and drawers.

SHELVES are constructed of black, satin-etched glass and rest securely on full-length steel
supports. Available in three lengths: single-width, double-width and an extra long AV shelf.
15000 Single-width Shelf

1.25H x 15.5 x 15.5 in | 3H x 40 x 40 cm

Shelf Capacity: 50 lbs | 23 kg

15001 Double-width Shelf

1.25H x 30.75 x 15.5 in | 3H x 78 x 40 cm

Shelf Capacity: 100 lbs | 46 kg

15051 AV Shelf

3H x 62.5 x 16.5 in | 8H x 159 x 42 cm

Shelf Capacity: 150 lbs | 69 kg

CABINETS provide concealed storage and are available in two widths: single-width and
double-width. A complete structure, the satin black cabinets include a top, bottom, sides and
back, and each black, satin-etched glass door conceals an adjustable shelf. Doors feature
adjustable, soft-close hinges for smooth operation.
15010 Single–width Cabinet

15.25H x 15.5 x 15.75 in | 39H x 40 x 40 cm
Interior: 14.25H x 13.75 x 13.5 in | 36H x 35 x 34 cm

Cabinet Capacity:
100 lbs | 46 kg

15011 Double-width Cabinet

15.25H x 30.75 x 15.75 in | 39H x 78 x 40 cm
Interior: 14.25H x 13.75 x 13.5 in | 36H x 35 x 34 cm

Cabinet Capacity:
200 lbs | 91 kg

DRAWER UNITS provide easy access to contents and are available in two sizes: singlewidth and double-width. The top shallow drawer is lined with a non-slip material and the
deeper bottom drawer includes hanging rails for letter and/or legal hanging files.
15030 Single–width Drawers

15.25H x 15.5W x 15.75D in | 39 x 40 x 40 cm

File Drawer Capacity:
30 lbs | 14 kg

15031 Double–width Drawers

15.25H x 30.75W x 15.75D in | 39 x 78 x 40 cm

File Drawer Capacity:
55 lbs | 25 kg

Satin-etched glass provides a smooth work surface that is forgiving to scratches, dust and fingerprints, cleaning easily with standard glass cleaner.
System 5413-PN

The Inline Desk includes a concealed keyboard drawer, lined with a non-slip
material to keep contents in place.

Both desks feature an easy access panel, providing space to mount a power
strip (not included) while keeping wires and connections neatly out of sight.

DESKS
Creating a complete office, or just need a small space to pay bills? Add a Semblance desk to your system to create the perfect workspace.

INLINE DESK can be added for a compact workspace and includes a 23" | 59 cm deep
satin-etched glass work surface. An integrated multifunction keyboard drawer has a flipdown front and is lined with non-slip material that also serves as a mouse pad. Cables are
neatly concealed behind the lower tilt-down panel.
15040 Inline Desk

29H x 30.75 x 23 in | 74H x 78 x 59 cm

Capacity: 200 lbs | 91 kg

PENINSULA DESK is great for creating a shared workspace. The black, satin-etched glass
top provides a generously sized work surface. The back of the desk includes a tilt-down lower
panel that conceals wires and provides access to wall outlets.
15041 Peninsula Desk

29H x 30.75 x 59.5 in | 74H x 78 x 151 cm

Capacity: 125 lbs | 57 kg

BACK PANEL goes on the outside of an Inline or Peninsula Desk to conceal cables and
connections when a desk is floating in a room. This accessory is not needed if these desks
are positioned against a wall.
15048 Desk Back Panel

23.75H x 30.75 x .25 in | 60H x 78 x 1 cm

The Semblance Mirage media cabinet coordinates beautifully to create a complete media wall that can house a host of home theater components.

The Semblance AV Shelf includes cable routing channels to keep wiring
organized and out of view.

Satin-etched doors on the media cabinet are specially engineered to allow
remote control signals to pass through.

MEDIA
Creating a home theater wall? The Semblance edition of BDI’s Mirage cabinet is the perfect foundation. The cabinet features black, satinetched glass doors that are remote-control compatible. The cabinet fits neatly under the Semblance AV shelf, and rests on hidden wheels
for easy access to cables and connections.
DESIGN AL GLASS & CRISTIAN WICHA

8237 Mirage Cabinet – Semblance Edition
22 in
56 cm

19.5H x 61 x 22 in | 50H x 155 x 56 cm
Recommended TV Size: up to 65”

19.5 in
50 cm
61 in | 155 cm

Center Compartment Compartment
Dimensions
14.75H x 18.25 x 17 in
37H x 46 x 43 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg
Side Component Compartment
Dimensions
14.75H x 18.25 x 20.5 in
37H x 46 x 52 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
75 lbs | 34 kg

WIRE MANAGEMENT KIT is available should you want to keep cables or speaker wires
neatly out of sight. Attaching directly to the back of vertical panels, this kit provides channels
for you to run wires through.
15057 Wire Management Kit (Qty. 3)

24.5 x 1.5W x 1D in | 62.5H x 3.9W x 2.7D cm

The optional wire management kit attaches to the back of vertical panels for routing of cables.

System 5453-EG

For convenience, BDI has developed nine pre-configured systems that are designed to meet a variety of storage, office and media needs.
But don’t feel constrained by these packages; have fun creating the Semblance solution that is right for you!
Get started at BDIUSA.COM/SEMBLANCE

P R E - D E S I G N E D SYST E M S

5402-CB

5404-GB

5453-EG

79.5H x 50.75 x 16.5 in
202H x 129 x 42 cm

79.5H x 100 x 16.5 in
202H x 254 x 42 cm

29H x 98.25 x 16.5 in
74H x 250 x 42 cm

(3) 15000 Single-width Shelf
(3) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(1) 15010 Single-width Cabinet
(1) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(1) 15020 Tall End Panel Set – 79.5"
(1) 15025 Tall Divider Panel – 79.5"

(6) 15000 Single-width Shelf
(6) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(2) 15010 Single-width Cabinet
(2) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(1) 15020 Tall End Panel Set – 79.5"
(3) 15025 Tall Divider Panel – 79.5"

(3) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(3) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(2) 15023 Low End Panel – 29"
(2) 15028 Low Divider Panel – 29"

System 5404-GB

5413-PD

5413-PN

79.5H x 98.25 x 61.5 in | 202H x 250 x 157 cm

79.5H x 83 x 61.5 in | 202H x 211 x 157 cm

(3) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(2) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(1) 15020 Tall End Panel Set – 79.5"
(2) 15025 Tall Divider Panel – 79.5"

(5) 15000 Single-width Shelf
(4) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(1) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(1) 15020 Tall End Panel Set – 79.5”

(1) 15031 Double-width Drawers
(1) 15040 Inline Desk
(1) 15041 Peninsula Desk

(2) 15025 Tall Divider Panel – 79.5”
(1) 15031 Double-width Drawers
(1) 15041 Peninsula Desk

Semblance partners beautifully with BDI’s office collections to create office configurations for practically any application. System 5413-PN

P R E - D E S I G N E D SYST E M S

5464-DK

5464-LD

79.5H x 115.25 x 25 in | 202H x 293 x 64 cm

79.5H x 131.75 x 66 in | 202H x 332 x 168 cm

(5) 15000 Single-width Shelf
(4) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(1) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(1) 15031 Double-width Drawers
(1) 15021 Tall End Panel – 79.5"

(7) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(1) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(2) 15031 Double-width Drawers
(1) 15021 Tall End Panel – 79.5"

(1) 15023 Low End Panel – 29"
(1) 15025 Tall Divider Panel – 79.5"
(1) 15026 Transition Panel – 79.5"
(1) 15028 Low Divider Panel – 29"
(1) 15040 Inline Desk

(1) 15023 Low End Panel – 29"
(1) 15026 Transition Panel – 79.5"
(2) 15028 Low Divider Panel – 29"
(1) 6051 Sequel Lift Desk

The Sequel Lift Standing Desk integrates into the Semblance system, creating a versatile—and healthy—workspace. System 5464-LD

P R E - D E S I G N E D SYST E M S

5423-TJ

5454-GH

79.5H x 130 x 22 in | 202H x 331 x 56 cm

79.5H x 130.25 x 16.5 in | 202H x 331 x 42 cm

(1) 8237 Mirage Cabinet,
Semblance Edition
(6) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(2) 15011 Double-width Cabinet

(7) 15001 Double-width Shelf
(4) 15011 Double-width Cabinet
(1) 15021 Tall End Panel – 79.5"

System 5423-TJ

(1) 15020 Tall End Panel Set – 79.5"
(2) 15025 Tall Divider Panel – 79.5"
(2) 15051 AV Shelf

(1) 15023 Low End Panel – 29"
(1) 15026 Tall Transition Panel – 79.5"
(2) 15028 Low Divider Panel – 29"

C O N F I G U R ATO R
CREATE A SEMBLANCE SYSTEM USING BDI’S ONLINE CONFIGURATION TOOL
Build a one-of-a-kind wall unit, room divider, or media system with our DIY configuration tool. Drag-and-drop 3D panels, shelves, cabinets,
and desks to create a solution of virtually any size and arrangement. Preview different finishes, save designs for review or revision, and
automatically generate a list of each build’s exact components. Get started at BDIUSA.COM/SEMBLANCE.

Semblance Charcoal Stained Ash finish

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s
specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Semblance” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI

TA B L E S A N D M ORE

TA B L E S A N D M O R E

CORRIDOR BAR 5620 AND
STREAM 1642 COFFEE TABLE

TA B L E S
AND MORE

BDI furniture is well suited for the beautifully
designed

home.

Our

occasional

table

collections will be the center of attention.
Classic lines and functional storage make
them the perfect addition to family and living
rooms. BDI’s collection of contemporary
mirrors and shelves add the perfect finishing
touch to any environment.
At BDI, you will find products that are as
thoroughly engineered as they are designed.
Attention to detail is evident from the overall
design to the high-quality finishes and
functional features, ensuring that BDI furniture

TA B L E S A N D M O R E

is synonymous with quality and value.

BINK
®

BINK

The perfect companion anywhere you work, live or play. Whether on the computer at the sofa, lounging poolside or simply

snacking in front of the TV, this convenient mobile laptop table goes anywhere you want. With a soft, contoured shape, Bink creates a comfortable
workspace for a laptop or tablet or is an attractive resting spot for your favorite libation.

B I N K®
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n
n
n
n

Constructed of aluminum and steel
Low-profile base easily slides under seating with low floor clearance
Table slides on non-marring nylon glides
Bink arrives in a convenient carrying box and assembles in minutes

1025 LAPTOP TABLE
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 24 x 19.25 x 14.75 in | 61 x 49 x 37 cm
Maximum Capacity
25 lbs | 11 kg

PEPPER
(PE)

MINERAL
(MN)

CAYENNE
(CN)

SALT
(SA)

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Bink” and BDI are trademarks of
Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI www.bdiusa.com

CODE
™

CODE

Whether serving as a storage credenza or the foundation of a complete media center, this dramatic design is a

striking centerpiece to any living space. Solid hardwood slatted doors beautifully protect contents while providing ventilation, remote
control access and sound dispersion.

C O D E™
DESIGN AL GLASS & MATTHEW WEATHERLY

7376 MEDIA + STORAGE CONSOLE

 Cabinet features a wide center section and two smaller side compartments
 Center shelf is the ideal location for a soundbar (up to 38" | 97 cm wide)
 Doors provide remote control access and sound dispersion
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 65"
N/A
30.75H x 61.25 x 18 in
78H x 155 x 46 cm
4–6
135 lbs | 61 kg
151 lbs | 68.5 kg

18 in
46 cm
30.75 in
78 cm

61.25 in | 155 cm
Side Compartments
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity
Center Compartment
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.5H x 10 x 15.75 in
47.5H x 25.8 x 40 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
50 lbs | 23 kg

18.5H x 38 x 15.75 in
47.5H x 97.2 x 40 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Unique door design provides remote access, sound dispersion and full ventilation.

Code 7376 has two storage compartments flanking a wide center section

7379 MEDIA + STORAGE CONSOLE

 Cabinet includes a wide center section and two side compartments
 Center shelf places a soundbar (up to 38" | 97 cm wide) in the perfect position
 Removable back panels provide easy access to the rear of AV components
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions

up to 82"
N/A
30.75H x 79.5 x 18 in
78H x 201.5 x 46 cm
8–12
150 lbs | 68 kg
180 lbs | 81.6 kg

Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

18 in
46 cm
30.75 in
78 cm

79.5 in | 201.5 cm
Side Compartments
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity
Center Compartment
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.5H x 19 x 16 in
47.5H x 48.7 x 41 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
50 lbs | 23 kg

18.5H x 38.25 x 15.5 in
47.5H x 97.2 x 39 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

FEATURES
 Acoustically-Friendly Doors
 Adjustable Shelves
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Integrated Cable Management
 Remote-Friendly Doors
 Removable Back Panels (model 7379 only)
 TV Safety Strap

EBONIZED ASH
(EBO)

Code 7379 in Ebonized Ash finish

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

Code 7379 in Toasted Walnut finish

Code 7376 in Ebonized Ash finish

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s
products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Code” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price
list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

™

COSMO
BAR

C O S M O™ B A R
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

5720 BAR
Hosting the perfect party or concocting your favorite nightcap, the Cosmo Bar allows you to release your inner
mixologist. The cabinet offers racking space for wine bottles and storage for a host of liquor bottles.
n Carrara porcelain panel provides an elegant, cleanable work surface
n Adjustable shelf provides storage for glasses or additional bottles
n Rechargeable LED light turns on automatically when the door is opened

Dimensions
Door Capacity
Drawer Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Spacing
Bottom Shelf Capacity
Weight

70.25H x 36.25 x 19 in | 178H x 92 x 48 cm
30 lbs | 13.5 kg
25 lbs | 11.5 kg
5 lbs | 2.25 kg
1
2.5" | 64 mm; (3 positions)
75 lbs | 34 kg
205 lbs | 93 kg

19 in
48 cm

70.25 in
178 cm

36.25 in | 92 cm

Horizontal storage for up to 16 wine bottles

A wooden stemware rack protects glasses and minimizes vibration

A rechargeable light illuminates automatically when the doors are opened

Carrara porcelain provides an elegant and durable bar surface, and
removes for easy cleaning

An adjustable storage shelf keeps bottles, glasses and more within
easy reach

A convenient storage drawer keeps bar utensils and supplies close at hand

EBONIZED ASH
(EBO)

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

Lined storage
drawer for
bar essentials

Carrara porcelain surface
Space for up to 16 wine bottles

Precision hardware

Adjustable storage shelf

Bottle storage in doors

Wooden stemware rack

Rechargeable LED lights

Adjustable levelers

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Cosmo” and
BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to
change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

™

COSMO
CONSO LE

C O S M O™ C O N S O L E
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

5729 CONSOLE
Anchoring an entryway, serving as a sideboard, or as a beautiful buffet, the Cosmo console
brings versatile storage into any space.
n Carrara porcelain top is removable for cleaning
n Two soft-close drawers are lined with non-slip material
n Two adjustable shelves allow for customization as needed

Dimensions

33.5H x 64.75 x 17.5 in
85H x 165 x 45 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg
181 lbs | 82 kg

Top Capacity
Weight

17.5 in
45 cm

33.5 in
85 cm

64.75 in | 165 cm
Left Compartment
Dimensions (per drawer)
Drawer Capacity
Bottom Drawer to
Top Drawer Clearance
Right Compartment
Dimensions
No. of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf positions
Adjustable Shelf Spacing
Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

3H x 26.5 x 12.75 in
8H x 67 x 32 cm
30 lbs | 13.5 kg
16.25 in | 41 cm

24H x 30.5 x 13.25 in
61H x 77 x 34 cm
2
5
2.5" | 64 mm; (5 positions)
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Carrara porcelain inset top

Soft-close drawers with non-slip lining

EBONIZED ASH
(EBO)

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Cosmo” and
BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to
change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

®

CORRI D OR BAR

CORRIDOR BAR

The perfect cocktail of style and function, the CORRIDOR BAR's louvered

doors open fully, providing easy access to everything that a stocked bar needs. The cabinet offers racking space for wine bottles and
storage for a host of liquor bottles on shelves and doors. A wooden stemware rack keeps wine glasses within easy reach and other
shelves provide space for glasses, tumblers and supplies.

C O R R I D O R® B A R
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

5620 COMPACT BAR
n
n
n
n
n

Micro-etched, black glass top cleans easily and is an ideal workspace.
Provides horizontal storage for 12 wine bottles.
Liquor bottles can be stored on shelves and in doors.
Wooden stemware rack allows for easy access to hanging stemmed glassware.
Storage drawer keeps utensils and supplies organized and can hold small bottles and cans.

Dimensions
Top Surface Capacity
Door Capacity
Drawer Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Spacing
Weight

41H x 36 x 18.5 in | 109H x 91 x 47 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg
20 lbs | 9 kg
15 lbs | 7 kg
15 lbs | 7 kg
1
2.5" | 64 mm; (4 positions)
172 lbs | 78 kg

18.5 in
47 cm

41 in
104 cm

36 in
91 cm

CORRIDOR 8179, CORRIDOR BAR AND STREAM COFFEE TABLE IN CHARCOAL STAINED ASH

Adjustable levelers
Storage for up to 12 wine bottles
Bottle storage in doors
Storage drawer for utensils, mixers and supplies

The black, micro-etched glass top allows for
simple clean up.

The storage drawer provides a home for
utensils, mixers and other supplies.

Precision hardware
Adjustable shelf
Wooden stemware rack protects hanging stemmed glasses
Fixed, black micro-etched glass top surface

The wooden stemware rack keeps stemmed
glasses protected and within easy reach.

WHITE OAK

CHOCOLATE STAINED WALNUT

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH

WHITE OAK

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. BDI’s products are protected by US patent, international patent, trade dress, and/or copyright laws. “Corridor Bar” and BDI
are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without
notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2016, BDI

CO RRI D OR SV ™

CORRIDOR

SV

The award-winning Corridor collection introduces a new profile with Corridor SV.

Resting on an elegant base, the slender console is a beautiful addition to a foyer, dining area, or anywhere additional storage is needed.
Suitable for light A/V use, cabinets include flow-through ventilation, wire management and storage for components.

CORRIDOR

S V™

DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

 Louvered doors keep contents concealed and ventilated.
 A beautiful credenza for general storage, the console is also suitable for use with a TV and compact media system.
 An open center shelf is suitable for use with electronics or a soundbar.
 Side compartments include an adjustable storage shelf.
7128 CONSOLE
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 60"
N/A
30H x 50 x 15.5 in | 77H x 128 x 40 cm
4–6
0
150 lbs | 68 kg
138 lbs | 63 kg

15.5 in
40 cm
30 in
77 cm

50 in | 128 cm
Top Speaker/Component Compartment
Dimensions
For Component Use (x2)
7.2H x 23.8 x 13.7 in | 18.4H x 60.7 x 34.9 cm
For Speaker Use
7.2H x 48.5 x 7.8 in | 18.4H x 123.3 x 20 cm
Shelf Capacity
50 lbs | 23 kg
Lower Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

9.6H x 23.8 x 13.7 in | 24.5H x 60.7 x 34.9 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg

Corridor SV 7128 in Chocolate Stained Walnut finish

7129 CONSOLE
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Number of Adjustable Shelves
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 80"
N/A
30H x 79 x 15.5 in
77H x 201 x 40 cm
6–9
3
1.25 in | 32mm; 3–7 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
198 lbs | 90 kg

15.5 in
40 cm
30 in
77 cm

79 in | 201 cm

Side Compartments
Dimensions

17.4H x 19 x 13.7 in
44.3H x 48.3 x 34.9 cm
Adjustable Shelf Increments 1.25 in | 32 mm, 7 positions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg
Center Compartment
Dimensions

17.4H x 37.9 x 13.7 in
44.3H x 96.4 x 34.9 cm
Adjustable Shelf Increments 1.25 in | 32 mm, 3 positions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

FEATURES
 Adjustable Shelves (model 7129)
 Adjustable Levelers
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Cable Routing

 Remote Control Friendly
 Soundbar Shelf
 TV Safety Strap

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH
(CRL)

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT
(CWL)

Corridor SV 7129 in Chocolate Stained Walnut finish

Corridor SV 7128 in Charcoal Stained Ash finish

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s
specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Corridor” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2016, BDI

™

dino

d i n o™

A BDI classic, the soft, triangular shape of the DINO tables makes them a versatile choice for a variety of

settings. The glass top and beveled lower shelf are securely attached to satin-nickel finished steel legs. With two coffee table
options and an end table, DINO is available in four distinctive finishes.

d i n o™
n Versatile triangular shape coordinates with a variety of
upholstery sizes and configurations.
n Both the glass top and wood shelf are safely secured to the
satin-nickel finished legs.
n Model 1344 is the perfect complement to small-scale and
chaise sectionals.

1343 LG. TriAnGuLAr CoffEE
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 15.5 x 54.75 x 33.25 in
Shelf Clearance
8.8 in n 22.6 cm
Weight
84 lbs n 38 kg

n

40 x 139 x 85 cm

1344 Sm. TriAnGuLAr CoffEE
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 15.5 x 43.75 x 26.75 in
Shelf Clearance
8.8 in n 22.6 cm
Weight
56 lbs n 25 kg

n

40 x 111 x 68 cm

1347 TriAnGuLAr End
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D) 21 x 29 x 21.25 in
Shelf Clearance
11.4 in n 29 cm
Weight
38 lbs n 17 kg

n

54 x 74 x 54 cm

DINO END TABLE (1347) & SMALL TRIANGULAR COFFEE TABLE (1344)

GlOSS WhITe

eSPReSSO
STAINeD OAk

ChOCOlATe
STAINeD WAlNUT

NATURAl WAlNUT

dESiGn

LouiS A. LArA
BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Dino” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to
current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2013, BDI www.bdiusa.com

™

EILEEN

E I L E E N™

EILEEN is a leaning shelf that really lives up to its name. This stunning shelf looks great solo or combined in

groups to fill an entire wall. EILEEN is incredibly solid and its tempered, grey tinted glass shelves are perfect for holding books or displaying your
favorite collectibles.

E I L E E N™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n Available in four wood finishes with grey tinted shelves.
n A terrific complement to BDI's office collections, providing additional storage/display space.
n Integrated levelers allow for adjustment on uneven floors.
n Unit may be secured to the wall with provided hardware, if desired.

5156 SHELF
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Shelf Depth (Top to Bottom)
Shelf Clearance (See Drawing)
Shelf Capacity
Weight

74 x 34.25 x 18.25 in | 188 x 87 x 46 cm
7.5–13.75 in | 19–35 cm
12.25–13.75 in | 31–35 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
86 lbs | 39 kg

34.25 in
87 cm
12.25 in
31 cm
13.75 in
35 cm
74 in
188 cm

13.75 in
35 cm
13.75 in
35 cm
13.75 in
35 cm
18.25 in
46 cm

NATURAL
STAINED CHERRY

ESPRESSO
STAINED OAK

CHOCOLATE
STAINED
WALNUT

NATURAL
WALNUT

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Eileen” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to
current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2015, BDI www.bdiusa.com

eileen
b l a n c™

eileen

b l a n c™

The popular Eileen shelf is now available in an exciting new finish.

EILEEN BLANC combines a satin white wood frame with white tempered glass shelves. This striking design and finish perfectly
complements many of BDI’s home theater and office designs. Eileen is beautiful on its own or when shown in multiples.

e i l e e n b l a n c™

5157
n Satin White finished frame with White glass shelves.
n Looks great on its own or when displayed in multiples.
n Shelf may be secured to the wall with provided hardware,
if desired.
Overall Dimensions (H x W x D)
Shelf Depth (Top to Bottom)
Shelf Clearance (See Drawing)
Shelf Capacity
Weight

74 x 34.25 x 18.25 in n 188 x 87 x 46 cm
7.5–13.75 in n 19–35 cm
12.25–13.75 in n 31–35 cm
50 lbs n 23 kg
86 lbs n 39 kg

34.25 in
87 cm
12.25 in
31 cm
13.75 in
35 cm
74 in
188 cm

13.75 in
35 cm
13.75 in
35 cm
13.75 in
35 cm
18.25 in
46 cm

SATIN WHITE

DeSiGn

m a t t h e w w e a t h e r ly
BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Eileen Blanc” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to
current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials.
©2013, BDI www.bdiusa.com
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SEMBLANCE

COMPONENTS

indeedGreat
the sum
of your
parts, andSo
that
never
more true
than with
themedia
SEMBLANCE
design
is elemental.
is is
BDI’s
collection
of storage
and
consoles:MODULAR
Elements.
E L E MSometimes
E NyouTareS

SYSTEM.
Components
suchdoor
as vertical
shelves,
drawers, removed
cabinets leaving
and desks
can beeye-catching
combined inpatterns.
endless Backed
Created with a unique
laser-cutting
process,
panels panels,
have sections
selectively
intricate
configurations
to
create
custom
solutions
for
practically
any
application.
with perforated metal, the doors provide an open appearance, while keeping contents concealed.

ELEMENTS
DESIGN* AL GLASS, JASON GUIDRY, AND LOUIS A. LARA

8777 TRIPLE-WIDTH STORAGE + MEDIA CABINET

 Three-compartment wide cabinet with choice of three laser-cut door patterns
 Unique upper compartment includes a passthrough to accommodate a soundbar speaker
 User specifies door pattern, base type and finish
Recommended TV Size
up to 70"
Arena TV Mount Compatibility 9970
Dimensions (with Console Base) 30.25H x 59.25 x 20 in
77H x 151 x 51 cm
Dimensions (with Media Base) 28.75H x 59.25 x 20 in
73H x 151 x 51 cm
Component Capacity
6–9
Top Shelf Capacity
150 lbs | 68 kg
Weight (with Console Base)
153 lbs | 69 kg
Weight (with Media Base)
204 lbs | 93 kg

20 in
51 cm

8777–Ricochet Doors–Media Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8777–RC–ME–CRL

20 in
51 cm

30.25 in
77 cm

28.75 in
73 cm

59.25 in | 151 cm

59.25 in | 151 cm

Console Base (without doors)

Media Base (with doors)

Side Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

8.25H x 19 x 18.25 in | 21H x 48 x 46 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg

Center Compartments
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

8.5H x 18 x 16 in | 22H x 46 x 41 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg

8777–Wheat Doors–Console Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8777–WH–CO–CRL

MAXIMUM SOUNDBAR CAPACITY
44 in
112 cm

8 in
20 cm
8 in
20 cm

8777–Tempo Doors–Media Base–Natural Walnut
8777–TM–ME–WL

8779 QUAD-WIDTH STORAGE + MEDIA CABINET

 Four-compartment wide cabinet with choice of three laser-cut door patterns
 Doors provide remote control access and ventilation for concealed components and speakers
 User specifies door pattern, base type and finish
Recommended TV Size
up to 85"
Arena TV Mount Compatibility 9970
Dimensions (with Console Base) 30.25H x 79.25 x 20 in
77H x 201 x 51 cm
Dimensions (with Media Base) 28.75H x 79.25 x 20 in
73H x 201 x 51 cm
Component Capacity
8–12
Number of Adjustable Shelves 3
Adjustable Shelf Increments
1.25 in | 32 mm; 7 positions
Top Shelf Capacity
150 lbs | 68 kg
Weight (with Console Base)
179 lbs | 82 kg
Weight (with Media Base)
158 lbs | 72 kg

8779–Wheat Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8779–WH–CO–WL

20 in
51 cm

20 in
51 cm

30.25 in
77 cm

28.75 in
73 cm

79.25 in | 201 cm

79.25 in | 201 cm

Console Base (without doors)

Media Base (with doors)

Side Compartments
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.25H x 19 x 18.25 in | 46H x 48 x 46 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Center Compartment
Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity

18.25H x 37.75 x 15.75 in | 46H x 96 x 40 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

8779–Ricochet Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8779–RC–CO–WL

8779–Tempo Doors–Media Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8779–TM–ME–CRL

alnut
–WL

Elements Console 8779–Tempo Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8779–TM–CO–WL

ELEMENTS’ doors are
manufactured through a unique
laser-cutting process in which
computer-guided lasers allow
creation of precise and intricate
patterns. A process rarely seen on
wood, the laser sears the wood
panel as it cuts, protecting the
wood and creating compelling
dimension to the negative space.
Doors feature touch-latches and
are backed with perforated metal,
concealing contents while providing
audio components with ventilation
and remote control access.

*DOOR DESIGN BY: Al Glass (Ricochet), Al Glass & Louis A. Lara (Tempo), and Jason Guidry (Wheat)

FEATURES
 Acoustically-Friendly Doors
 Adjustable Shelves (model 8779)
 Arena TV Mount Compatible
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Wheels and Levelers
(Media Base)






Integrated Cable Management
Remote-Friendly Doors
Removable Back Panels
TV Safety Strap

ELEMENTS
With a total of 24 possible configurations, there is no need to feel daunted when ordering from the Elements collection.
Model numbers are determined through four simple steps:

STEP 1 Select a Cabinet Size

8777 TRIPLE-WIDTH

8779 QUAD-WIDTH

STEP 2 Select a Door Pattern

TM TEMPO

RC RICOCHET

STEP 3 Select a Base

CO CONSOLE

Elegant full-length support
with integrated leveler feet.

WH WHEAT

STEP 4 Select a Finish

ME MEDIA

Low-profile base with
hidden wheels and integrated
leveler feet.

CRL CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH

WL NATURAL WALNUT

Given this system, model numbers can be easily assigned based on the desired configuration. Model numbers are identified by foursections separated with hyphens: CABINET–DOORS–BASE–FINISH.

EXAMPLE:

8779–TM–ME–CRL
CABINET DOORS BASE

FINISH

Elements Media Cabinet 8779–Ricochet Doors–Media Base–Charcoal Stained Ash
8779–RC–ME–CRL

Elements Console 8777–Wheat Doors–Console Base–Natural Walnut
8777–WH–CO–WL

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s
specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Elements” and BDI are trademarks
of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject
to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI

™

FIN

FIN

For inspiration, designer Cristian Wicha turned to one of his passions and focused on the fin of the surfboard. The result is this

stunning line of unique tables. The glass appears to float above the sculpted base but is securely attached to its steel supports. FIN features a
convenient lower shelf to stow magazines or cherished possessions.

F I N™
DESIGN CRISTIAN WICHA
n Unique shape complements a variety of seating including sectionals.
n Tempered glass top is secured to the base ensuring rock solid stability.
n Sculpted base features solid hardwood veneers.

1106 COFFEE TABLE

1110 END TABLE

Dimensions
Shelf Clearance
Weight

Dimensions
Shelf Clearance
Weight

14.5H x 61.5 x 33 in | 37H x 157 x 84 cm
6.5 in | 16 cm
83 lbs | 38 kg

22H x 29.5 x 25 in | 56H x 75 x 64 cm
13 in | 33 cm
38 lbs | 17 kg

ESPRESSO
STAINED OAK

NATURAL
WALNUT

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Fin” and BDI are trademarks of Becker
Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications
subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI www.bdiusa.com

KITE
®

KITE

Whether home to a complete library or displaying a lifetime’s treasures, the Kite Shelf is a welcome addition to
any office or living space. The generously-sized shelf is perfect alone, but creates a dramatic wall system when
used in multiples.

K I T E®
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

 Inset steel frame secures shelves and provides rigidity
 Five-point floor and two-point wall levelers compensate for uneven spaces
 Included wall anchors allow Kite to be secured to a wall
5305 FIVE-TIER KITE SHELF
Dimensions
Shelf Depth
Shelf Clearance
Shelf Capacity
Weight

73.75H x 70.75 x 15 in | 187H x 180 x 38 cm
12.4 in | 31.5 cm
14.8 in | 37.5 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg
128 lbs | 58 kg

5306 SIX-TIER KITE SHELF
Dimensions
Shelf Depth
Shelf Clearance
Shelf Capacity
Weight

89.5H x 70.75 x 15 in | 227H x 180 x 38 cm
12.4 in | 31.5 cm
14.8 in | 37.5 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg
157 lbs | 71 kg

Shelves can be positioned in multiples, creating dramatic presentations for a variety of spaces. Shown are two 5305 in Satin White finish

Two 5306 in Toasted Walnut and Black finish with Radius tables
Kite may be ordered in the following pre-configured finish combinations, which are listed in order of shelf finish/frame finish.

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH/
BLACK
(CRL/B)

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH/
SATIN WHITE
(CRL/SW)

CHOCOLATE
STAINED WALNUT/
BLACK
(CWL/B)

TOASTED
WALNUT/
BLACK
(TWL/B)

TOASTED
WALNUT/
SATIN WHITE
(TWL/SW)

SATIN WHITE/
SATIN WHITE
(SW/SW)

Kite 5305 in Satin White finish

Kite 5305 Chocolate Stained Walnut & Black finish with Corridor Office collection

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Kite” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer
to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable
materials. ©2019, BDI www.bdiusa.com

M ARG O ™

MARGO

Combining modern engineering with a classic sensibility, Margo’s open aesthetic and striking lines invite

attention. Inventively combining open shelving with enclosed storage, the collection includes a shelf, TV/storage cabinet and console, each
available in two finishes, and three door color options.

M A R G O™
DESIGN JEFF BARE

5229 CABINET

 A multi-use design suitable as a media system or general storage
 The soft-closing sliding door reveals storage drawers or adjustable shelving
 Wire management channels allow for use with a TV and compact media system
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight (cabinet + door)
Compartment Dimensions

up to 82"
N/A
30H x 75 x 18 in
76H x 190 x 46 cm
4–6
150 lbs | 68 kg
174 lbs | 79 kg
16.75H x 36.25 x 16 in
42.9H x 92.1 x 40.9 cm
75 lbs | 34 kg
100 lbs | 45 kg

Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Bottom Shelf Capacity
Drawer Dimensions (x2)

5.25H x 34 x 12 in
13.5H x 86.5 x 30.8 cm
50 lbs | 23 kg

Drawer Capacity

Margo Cabinet 5229, Drift Oak finish with Cayenne door
CABINET / SHELF / CONSOLE

DRIFT OAK
(DOK)

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

DOOR

CAYENNE
(CN)

FOG GRAY
(FOG)

MARINE
(MA)

5201 SHELF

 The soft-closing sliding door can be positioned on the sides
or in the center

 Fixed shelves and a steel frame provide sturdy support
 An anti-tip safety strap is included for security
Dimensions
Shelf Capacity

72.25H x 65 x 15.5 in
183.3H x 165 x 38.8 cm
100 lbs | 45 kg

Cabinet Compartment Dimensions 13.5H x 30.75 x 11.25 in
34.3H x 78.5 x 28.7 cm
Cabinet Compartment Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

Margo Shelf 5201, Toasted Walnut finish with Marine door

5211 CONSOLE

 Suitable for use as an entry console, media cabinet or general storage
 The soft-closing sliding door can be positioned on the sides or in the center
Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 65"
N/A
35H x 65 x 16 in
88H x 165 x 39 cm
3–5
150 lbs | 68 kg
105 lbs | 48 kg

Cabinet Compartment Dimensions 13.5H x 30.75 x 11.25 in
34.3H x 78.5 x 28.7 cm
Cabinet Compartment Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

Margo Console 5211, Toasted Walnut finish with Marine door

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s
specs to ensure proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Margo” and BDI are
trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

MILO
™

MILO

In need of the perfect sidekick? Milo is your highly versatile companion for any space. Whether warming up over morning coffee,
recharging midday or burning the midnight oil, Milo’s always by your side.

M I L O™
DESIGN LOUIS A. LARA

 Lightweight and simple to reposition as necessary (9.5lbs /4.3kg)
 Low profile base slides under seating for easy pull-up access
 Angled structure provides sturdy support
 Arrives in a convenient carrying box and assembles in minutes
1055 LAPTOP TABLE
Dimensions
Maximum Capacity

24H x 19 x 19 in | 61H x 48 x 48 cm
25 lbs | 11 kg

DRIFT OAK
(DOK)

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH
(CRL)

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Milo” and BDI are trademarks of
Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI www.bdiusa.com

MÜV
™

MÜV

For a life that is always in motion, Müv can adapt to any changes. Whether positioned together in front of a sofa, separated as
individual pullup tables, or serving as convenient end tables to a sleeper sofa, these tables effortlessly adjust to your changing needs.

M Ü V™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

 Tables come in a set of two
 Tables seamlessly align with each other
 Locking wheels secure tables in place when desired
1252 MOTION TABLES
Dimensions (Pair)

18H x 44 x 26 in
46H x 112 x 66.5 cm

Dimensions (Single)

18H x 22 x 26 in
46H x 56 x 66.5 cm

Shelf Clearance
Weight (per table)

12.25 in | 31.4 cm
46 lbs | 21 kg

EBONIZED ASH
(EBO)

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Müv” and BDI are trademarks of
Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI www.bdiusa.com

™

ORLO

ORLO

Singular design meets timeless elegance in these striking tables. Available in a coffee and two-tiered end table,
Orlo’s natural walnut hardwoods are crafted with breathtaking detail, ensuring that each table is a unique work of art.

O R L O™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY

 Gentle, curved shapes work with a variety of upholstery
 Solid walnut tops are elegantly smoothed at the edges
 The natural variations in wood ensures that each table is unique

1956 END TABLE
Dimensions

1953 COFFEE TABLE
24H x 28 x 22.5 in
60H x 70 x 57 cm

Dimensions

16H x 45 x 27 in
41H x 11 x 68 cm

TOASTED
WALNUT
(TWL)

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Orlo” and BDI are trademarks of
Becker Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and
specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2018, BDI www.bdiusa.com

™

TA N A M I

TA N A M I

Contrasting straight lines with carved, flowing patterns, the stunning Tanami credenzas are standouts. At home in

any room, the collection’s versatile storage is designed to keep contents organized and out of view. The cabinets also features wire management and
integrated ventilation, allowing them to serve as the foundation of a media system.

T A N A M I™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n Sculpted cabinet floats on elegant polished chrome legs
n Doors conceal three or four compartments, each with an adjustable shelf
n Cable management channels enable use with AV components

7107 CONSOLE

7109 CREDENZA

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 70"
N/A
32H x 60 x 18 in
81H x 152 x 46 cm
6–9
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
138 lbs | 63 kg

18 in
46 cm

Recommended TV Size
Arena TV Mount Compatibility
Dimensions
Component Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Increments
Top Shelf Capacity
Weight

up to 85"
N/A
32H x 79.25 x 18 in
81H x 202 x 46 cm
8–12
1.25 in | 32 mm; 5 positions
175 lbs | 79 kg
176 lbs | 80 kg

18 in
46 cm

32 in
81 cm

32 in
81 cm

60 in | 152 cm
Interior Compartment (x3)
Dimensions
19H x 18.75 x 16.25 in
48H x 48 x 41 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

79.25 in | 202 cm
Interior Compartment (x4)
Dimensions
19H x 18.75 x 16.25 in
48H x 48 x 41 cm
Adjustable Shelf Capacity 50 lbs | 23 kg
Bottom Shelf Capacity
100 lbs | 45 kg

FEATURES
 Adjustable Shelves
 Flow-Through Ventilation
 Hidden Levelers
 Integrated Cable Management
 TV Safety Strap

FOG GREY
(FOG)

SATIN WHITE
(SW)

For the most up-to-date product specifications, visit www.bdiusa.com. Note: Recommended TV size is based on industry average sizes. See manufacturer’s specs to ensure
proper fit. BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Tanami” and BDI are trademarks of Becker Designed Inc. All
rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications subject to change without notice. BDI products
are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2019, BDI

™

TERRACE

TERRACE

With a pinwheel design and unique details, TERRACE is a beautifully functional table grouping. Combining

tempered glass tops, thick wood panels and rigid steel support, the collection comes in two coffee table sizes, as well as an end table and console.
Available in Natural Walnut and Charcoal Stained Ash finishes, TERRACE partners perfectly with many of BDI’s most popular media furniture designs.

T E R R A C E™
DESIGN MATTHEW WEATHERLY
n Generously-sized, the square coffee table pairs perfectly with sectional sofas.
n Open yet segregated areas provide open storage, with an enclosed feel.
n Tempered glass tops provide strength and security.

1150 SQUARE COFFEE TABLE

1152 RECTANGULAR COFFEE TABLE

Dimensions
Shelf Clearance
Weight

Dimensions
Shelf Clearance
Weight

16.25H x 44 x 44 in | 41H x 112 x 112 cm
4.25 in | 11 cm
145 lbs | 66 kg

16.25H x 44 x 34 in | 41H x 112 x 87 cm
4.25 in | 11 cm
124 lbs | 56 kg

1153 CONSOLE

1156 END TABLE

Dimensions
30H x 50 x 13.25 in | 77H x 127 x 34 cm
Shelf Height Clearance 4.75 in | 12 cm
Weight
84 lbs | 38 kg

Dimensions
22.25H x 22.25 x 22.25 in | 56H x 57 x 57 cm
Shelf Height Clearance 5 in | 12 cm
Weight
45 lbs | 20 kg

1152 and 1156 in Charcoal Stained Ash finish
CHARCOAL
STAINED ASH

NATURAL
WALNUT

BDI’s products are protected by U.S. patent, international patent, trade dress and/or copyright laws. “Terrace” and BDI are trademarks of Becker
Designed Inc. All rights reserved. Refer to current price list or contact BDI for specific model and finish availability. Materials and specifications
subject to change without notice. BDI products are packaged with recyclable materials. ©2017, BDI www.bdiusa.com

ELEMENTS CONSOLE 8779-RC-CO-WL

R E SO U R C ES
RESOURCES

RESOURCES

GLOSS BLACK

CAYENNE

A durable, high lustre finish

A durable, satin sheen finish

FOG GREY

SATIN GREY

MARINE

A durable, satin sheen finish

A durable, satin sheen finish

A durable, satin sheen finish

MINERAL

PEPPER

CARRARA PORCELAIN

A durable, satin sheen finish

A durable, satin sheen finish

Soft touch porcelain

A durable, satin sheen finish

FINISHES

SATIN BLACK

SALT

TAUPE

SATIN / GLOSS WHITE

A durable, satin sheen finish

Satin-etched glass finish

A durable, satin or gloss white finish

©2019, BDI

EBONIZED ASH

NATURAL STAINED CHERRY

Plain sliced ash hardwood veneer with a
satin sheen

Plain sliced ash hardwood veneer with a
satin sheen

Plain sliced cherry hardwood veneer
with a satin sheen

BLACK STAINED OAK

DRIFT OAK

ESPRESSO STAINED OAK

Quarter-sawn oak hardwood veneer with
a satin sheen

A toned, quarter-sawn oak hardwood
veneer with a satin sheen

Quarter-sawn oak hardwood veneer with
a satin sheen

WHITE OAK

PLATINUM

SEPIA

Quarter-sawn oak hardwood veneer with
a satin sheen

Engineered hardwood veneer with a
satin sheen finish

Thermally fused laminate decors

FINISHES

CHARCOAL STAINED ASH

STRATA

TOFFEE

CHOCOLATE STAINED WALNUT

Thermally fused laminate decors

Engineered hardwood veneer with a
satin sheen finish

Plain sliced walnut hardwood veneer
with a satin sheen

NATURAL WALNUT

TOASTED WALNUT

Quarter-sawn walnut hardwood veneer
with a satin sheen

A toned, plain sliced walnut hardwood
veneer with a satin sheen

The beauty of real wood lies in the infinite variations of grain, texture, and color that
develop as a tree grows. Wood is a natural product, affected by weather, climate, soil, and
natural growth patterns.
Variations in wood patterns and colors are to be expected from one piece to the next, and
will even vary from one panel to another.
It is this organic characteristic of natural wood that ensures that each design is a unique
work of art.

©2019, BDI

